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Abstract
Depth-first evaluation causes a gap between the result of the computation and the classical
declarative semantics for logic programs. The paper presents a new semantics for logic pro-
grams closing that gap. Although not classical, this semantics, called biquantale semantics,
is declarative, since it is based on a notion of validity in a certain class of models. Depth-first
evaluation is sound and complete with respect to biquantale semantics. Thus, the computa-
tional result is exactly reflected. Complementing the model theoretic semantics by a proof the-
oretic one, a substructural calculus is presented which is sound and complete with respect to
biquantale semantics. Although the main interest is in definite programs, we consider adding a
form of negation. Both the model theoretic and the proof theoretic semantics can be general-
ised to programs with negation. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Logic programs; Declarative semantics; Bi-quantale semantics; Depth-first
evaluation
1. Introduction
Depth-first evaluation is used in the programming language Prolog. Ignoring con-
trol information and the non-logical parts, Prolog programs with goals can be
viewed as sets of horn clauses, i.e. as logic programs and goals in the sense of
[4,20]. They can be considered an attempt to further the use of predicate logic as a
programming language as suggested in Ref. [18]. The usual declarative semantics
of programs is based on the classical notion of consequence denoted by CL:
h is a correct answer for P ; ? – A w.r.t. classical semantics iff P CL Ah:
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The procedural semantics describes the evaluation as search for an SLD refutation
of P, ? – A (cf. [22,19]). But the well-known results concerning the coincidence of de-
clarative and procedural semantics (cf. [20]) do not apply to Prolog. They are usually
achieved when ignoring depth-first evaluation. The classical semantics does not exact-
ly reflect the result of the actual computation, even if we confine ourselves to pro-
grams without non-logical constructs (‘‘pure Prolog’’).
This has lead to considering dierent semantics. For example, Borger and Rose-
nzweig [8] use Gurevich’s evolving algebras for an exact description of full Prolog.
Jones and Mycroft [16] and others [11,7] describe the semantics of Prolog predicates
as fixed points of stream functionals. However, the relation to the logical foundation
is somewhat lost. So the comparison with the usual classical semantics gets dicult.
Others did insist on the use of logical systems, but paid the price of certain restric-
tions: Using classical logic, Stark [24] succeeded in describing the leftmost selection.
The consequences for Prolog are restricted to left-terminating goals, excluding in par-
ticular all goals with an infinite SLD tree for leftmost selection. Hence the eect the
order of clauses can have on success or failure is not described. Although part of Pro-
logs characteristics is captured, the results are not extended to a full description of
depth-first evaluation. In Ref. [9] Cerrito uses linear logic for modelling Prolog eval-
uation. But the assignment of linear theories to programs presented there applies to
propositional programs only. Avoiding these restrictions, we have to use a logical
system which deviates even stronger from the classical one.
We introduce a logic programming calculus LPC and a class of models called
biquantale structures. There are some obvious relations to well-known systems.
For example, usual structures for predicate logic can be viewed as biquantale struc-
tures. The calculus LPC is strongly related to linear logic. Also the notion biquantale
refers to quantale which plays a role in the semantics of linear logic. We stay in the
realm of substructural systems, but have to make some modifications to serve our
purpose. Using these logical notions, we define a program semantics. It is declarative,
since it is an axiomatisation w.r.t. the notion of consequence of a logic. That means,
using axioms we distinguish a class of models for the language of the program which
determines the program’s semantics. In particular, each model gives a meaning to ev-
ery connective, and the valuation function is compositional. This is in contrast to se-
mantics as in Ref. [3]. There, success and failure of goals is described combining a
truth-functional interpretation in a many-valued domain with congruence relations
on formulas. The latter are used to transform a formula before evaluating it. The val-
ue of a goal is the best defined value that can be obtained by unfolding the program,
applying additional transformations, and finally evaluating the result in a fixed struc-
ture. The compositionality of Andrews’ valuation in that structure does not carry
over to the valuation for goals.
Biquantales are built from non-commutative quantales. Quantales are lattices
equipped with a monoid structure. (Non-)commutativity refers to the monoid oper-
ation. Commutative quantales are models of intuitionistic linear logic (see Ref. [26]).
In Refs. [2,27] non-commmutative variants are already used. However, the condi-
tions for non-commutative biquantales we use are even weaker. Biquantales contain
a further monoid structure. But in contrast to (non-commutative) classical linear
logic the two monoid operations cannot be expressed in terms of each other using
negation. The presence of four operations, including the two in the lattice, resembles
bilattices [14] which have been used before in logic programming [13]. But the
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monoid operations we use do not in general – and not in the most interesting cases –
stem from a second lattice.
Another peculiarity of biquantale semantics is the use of a nonstandard quantifier
E. The biquantale semantics defines the meaning of E very loosely. In fact, it is up to
a special model to interpret it as universal quantification, existential quantification –
or something completely dierent from the usual quantifier interpretations. The
axiomatisation of depth-first evaluation will, however, restrict this freedom signifi-
cantly and make E behave like the quantifier hidden in program clauses.
The main result is the soundness and completeness of depth-first evaluation w.r.t.
this new biquantale semantics. Furthermore, a sound and complete calculus for the
new consequence relation is presented. This yields a further characterisation of
depth-first evaluation which is based on a notion of derivability.
Computations can be turned into derivations of this calculus. For dierent calculi
this has been done before. Shepherdson describes and generalises Mints’ deductive
calculi for pure Prolog in Ref. [23]. In our calculus we directly map the constructs
in the program onto connectives in the logical language which, however, extends
the language of programs. We accept that not every derivation corresponds to a
computation in the original framework and gain the freedom to deviate stronger
from the computation procedure when deriving facts about the result.
The calculus is employed to show the soundness of depth-first evaluation. As to
the completeness theorem, we introduce the notion of standard models. In order
to define an adequate biquantale structure for this, we re-use the domain of streams
and operations on them that occurred before in denotational approaches, and we
adopt them to our purpose.
To give a general outline, the class of programs in question is described in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we introduce the language of LP formulas, define the biquantale
semantics for them, and use this for the definition of biquantale semantics for defi-
nite programs. Section 4 is concerned with the logic programming calculus LPC. We
prove its soundness and completeness w.r.t. biquantale semantics, and use LPC to
show the soundness of depth-first evaluation w.r.t. biquantale semantics. Section 5
contains the proof of completeness and preparations for this, including the definition
of the standard model of a definite program. Having reached the goal for the definite
case, we finally extend our results to general programs with negation. More precisely,
we consider a simple sound leftmost-depth-first variant of negation-as-failure. It
turns out that the language of the LP formulas and their biquantale semantics is
sucient to formulate defining axioms for negative literals so that soundness and
completeness can be extended to the general case.
2. Logic programs with depth-first evaluation
2.1. Definite and general programs – syntax
Programs are formulated in a first order language L. Terms and formulas are
built as usual, where the variables will be taken from a fixed, infinite set Var.
Emphasizing that the negation we deal with is a programming construct diering
strongly from usual logical negation, we use NOT as operator in a program. Literals
are atomic formulas B (positive literals) or their negation NOT(B) (negative literals).
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Program clauses C:ÿL1; . . . ; Ln: in L consist of an atomic formula C in L, called
head, and a finite list of literals L1; . . . ; Ln, n P 0, the body of the clause. We also write
C: if n  0. A goal is a finite list of literals ? – L1; . . . ; Ln, n P 0. A program clause or
goal is called definite if all its literals are positive. In contrast to Ref. [20], a logic pro-
gram P is a finite sequence of program clauses, not a set. We call a program definite if
all its clauses are definite. P 0 denotes the set of formulas related to a program. The
Prolog notation introduced above will be used only when considering clauses as part
of a program or a goal. Reading clauses as formulas, we write 8x1 . . . 8xm
L1 ^ . . . ^ Ln ! C or 8x1 . . . 8xm:L1 ^ . . . ^ Ln, respectively. We use VarA for
the set of variables in A, where A is any syntactic object.
The definite programs are also known as pure Prolog (see e.g. Ref. [25]) (without
negation). As we prefer a sound variant of negation to Prologs cut/fail combination,
there is a dierence between our general programs and Prolog.
2.2. Evaluation
Let L be a first order language. The evaluation of a goal ? – C w.r.t. a program P
yields bindings t=x for the variables in C. A finite set ft1=x1; . . . ; tn=xng, where
x1; . . . ; xn are distinct variables and t1; . . . ; tn are terms, is called finite substitution.
Similar to Ref. [11], this notion of finite substitution takes into account the domain:
We allow bindings x=x in a substitution and distinguish between h and h
Sfx=xg. Fi-
nite substitutions can be regarded as partial functions mapping variables to terms.
Let FSubst be the set of finite substitutions. Elements of FSubst are denoted
by h; r; d;q, possibly indexed, or explicitly by f~t=~xg. The domain and the set of
variables in the range are defined by Domf~t=~xg  f~xg and Rgf~t=~xg 
Vart1 [ . . . [ Vartn. For every finite set d of variables, FSubstd denotes the set
of finite substitutions with domain d. If ~y  y1; . . . ; yn are distinct variables, we call
d  f~y=~xg a renaming and use dÿ1 for f~x=~yg. The following operations and relation
on finite substitutions are useful.
Definition 2.1. Let d  Var be finite. For every h; r 2 FSubst, we define h # d :
ft=x j t=x 2 h and x 2 dg, hÿ x : h # Domh n fxg for variables x; h  r :
ftr=x j t=x 2 hg, h  r : h  r [ r # Domr nDomh and h  r i h  d  r
for a renaming d 2 FSubstRgh:
Immediately from the definition we get the following Corollary.
Corollary 2.1. h  r  h  r # Domh, h  r  q  h  r  q, and h  r  q 
h  r  q. Furthermore, h  r  q  h  r  q if Rgh  Domr.
The evaluation of a goal ? – C w.r.t. a program P can be interpreted as a search for
an SLD-refutation of P , ? – C. If the search succeeds, the computed substitution re-
sults from the composition of the unifiers used by restricting to the variables in ? – C.
For a fixed selection function the search space consists of the corresponding SLD
tree, where all possible finite and infinite SLD derivations from input clauses in P
and first negative clause ? – C are collected.
Here we assume an evaluation according to the Prolog strategy, i.e. by depth-first
search in the SLD tree corresponding to leftmost selection. The branches of the
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SLD tree are supposed to be sorted according to the order imposed by the order of the
corresponding input clauses in the program. For more details and a general discussion
of the procedural semantics of logic programs, see Ref. [20]. In the sequel we only pres-
ent a precise definition of ‘‘depth-first computed answer’’ based on that special strategy.
The search can be organised using a stack of goals which represent the alternatives
still to consider. A resolution step amounts to replacing the first goal by the sequence
of possible resolvents (for leftmost selection). In order to keep track of the answer
computed so far, it is attached to the respective element of the goal stack. Now eval-
uation can be described as rewriting that stack, starting with the identity substitution
attached to the goal to consider. If we arrive at a stack with prefix h1j; . . . ; hnj;, i.e.
if we detected the first n success branches changing the identity substitution to
h1; . . . ; hn respectively, we have computed the first n answers h1; . . . ; hn.
On selecting a negative literal, another instance of that process is initiated for the
corresponding unnegated atom. The NOT operator is intended to be evaluated accord-
ing to negation-as-failure [10]. Furthermore, we generally accept depth-first evaluation
and a fixed left-to-right selection mechanism. We do not support delaying goal evalu-
ation in order to avoid floundering. Alternatively, we consider a sound extension of ne-
gation-as-failure, already discussed in Ref. [10], which can roughly be described by:
If ?ÿ A returns ‘yes’, then NOT A fails. (w)
rather than a solution a la Prolog:
If ?ÿ A returns any answer, then NOT A fails.
Consider for example the program pa:; px:ÿNOTpx:. The goal ?ÿ px re-
turns an answer but not the empty substitution, so the goal ?ÿNOTpx would fail in
Prolog but not w.r.t. to (w). Hence ?ÿNOTpx returns the empty substitution w.r.t.
Prolog evaluation, although 8x:px is no consequence of the completion. Yet there
remain dierent ways to accomodate the sound rule into the general depth-first prin-
ciple. Here we decided to take the easiest way: We refine (w) to:
If the first answer for ?ÿ A is ‘yes’, then NOTA fails.
This means, when a negative literal NOTA is selected, we start a subcomputation
with the stack initially set to f~x=~xgjA (~x the variables in A) and try to compute a first
answer or rewrite the stack to the empty one . If the latter is the case, then the neg-
ative literal succeeds. In the first case it fails if the computed answer is a renaming.
There are two remaining cases: The computation may not terminate or return a first
answer which is no renaming. In both cases no further reductions for the calling goal
are defined. Hence there will be no further answer computed.
In the definition of the reduction relation presented below we use a notation for a
certain unifier: For all unifiable tupels ~t  and ~s  of equal length, mgu~t;~s  denotes
the substitution that results from the most general unifier computed by Robinson’s
algorithm by adding bindings x=x so that Dommgu~t;~s   Var~t  [ Var~s .
Definition 2.2. Let P be a program. Let .P be the smallest relation 
FSubstGoal  FSubstGoal so that:
(1) (resolution): For all n-ary predicate symbols p and terms~t  t1; . . . ; tn
rjp~t;C;A .P r  h1jP1;Ch1; . . . ; r  hkjPk;Chk;A
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where p~s i:ÿPi16 i6 k is the sequence of those clauses in an appropriate renam-
ing of P whose head is unifiable with p~t  (ordered by their occurrence in P ),
hi  mgu~t;~si, 16 i6 k, and the variables in Rghi do not occur in C;Pi;
Domhi or Domr [Rgr.
(2) (backtracking on success): If A.PB then hj;A.P hj;B..
(3) (negation): For every atomic formula A, FV A  f~xg: If f~x=~xgjA.P  then
hjNOTA;C;A.P hjC;A. If f~x=~xgjA.P f~y=~xgj;B for a renaming f~y=~xg then
hjNOTA;C;A.PA.
Here  is used for the empty sequence, .P denotes the reflexive transitive closure of
.P , and an appropriate renaming of the program is a renaming not containing any
variables in p~t;C;Domr [Rgr.
Note that case (1) includes k  0:
(backtracking on failure): If p~t is not unifiable with the head of any pro-
gram clause then rjp~t;C;A.PA.
The renaming conditions could be moderated a bit but it is convenient to have the
stronger version above. We use rjCd for r  djPd. The following properties of .P
concerning the role of the attached substitution and the choice of variants can be
shown by straightforward induction proofs:
Corollary 2.2. Let r1jC1; . . . ; rnjCn.kP h1jP1; . . . ; hmjPm
(a) If, for all 16 i6 n, di is a renaming on Rgri [ VarCi, then there are renam-
ings d0i on Rghi [ VarPi, 16 i6m, so that r1jC1d1; . . . ; rnjCndn .kP
h1jP1d01; . . . ; hmjPmd0m.
(b) For every V  Var finite there are renamings d0i on Rghi
S
VarPi, 16 i6m
so that we can justify r1jC1; . . . ; rnjCn.kP h1jP1d01; . . . ; hmjPmd0m avoiding vari-
ables from V in variants of program clauses and ranges of unifiers.
(c) Let q be a finite substitution so that Rgq  Domri for all 16 i6 n. Then
there are renamings d0i on Rghi [ VarPi, 16 i6m, so that q  r1jC1; . . . ;
q  rnjCn.kP q  h1  d01jP1d01; . . . ; q  hm  d0mjPmd0m.
(d) Let qi be substitutions so that qi # f~xig  ri for some finite set f~xig, 16 i6 n.
Then there are substitutions h0i and renamings di on Rghi [ VarPi so that
h0i # f~xig  hi  di, 16 i6m, and q1jC1; . . . ; qnjCn.kP h01jP1d1; . . . ; h0mjPm
dm.
(e) If f~x=~xgjC.kP h1jP1; . . . ; hmjPm then hi # VarC
S
di  hi for some renam-
ings di satisfying Domdi
T
VarC  ;, Rgdi
T
Rghi # VarC  ;.
(f) If furthermore r1jC1; . . . ; rnjCn.kP h01jP01; . . . ; h0mjP0m then m  m0 and there
are renamings di on Rghi
S
VarPi, 16 i6m, so that hijPidi  h0ijP0i for all
16 i6m.
(g) If rjC.kP h1jP1; . . . ; hmjPm, Rgr  f~xg, then there are h0i 2 FSubstf~xg and
renamings d0i on Rgh0i
S
VarPi so that hi  rh0i, 16 i6m, and f~x=~xgjC.kP
h01jP1d01; . . . ; h0mjPmd0m.
The prefixes h1j; . . . ; hnj correspond to computed outputs. Hence it is possible
to obtain an output even if the reduction sequence is not terminating. In the pro-
grams below we present examples for termination of the reduction sequence without
producing answer substitutions (‘failure’), termination of the reduction sequence
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producing answer substitutions, non-termination of the reduction producing an un-
bounded number of answers, non-termination of the reduction sequence but finite
bound for the sequence of answers. All these programs are definite. We discuss ne-
gation later on in detail.
Example 2.1. Let P1; P2; P3; P4 be the programs
Then ;jp.P1;jp; ;j.P1;jp; ;j; ;j.P1 . . ., and for P2 ;jrepeat.P2;j;
;jrepeat.P2;j; ;j; ;jrepeat.P2 . . ., and ;jfail;repeat.P2, also
;jfail.P2, but ;jp.P2;jrepeat; fail.P2;jfail; ;jrepeat;fail.P2
;jrepeat;fail. W.r.t. P3 we have ;jpd.P3;j, furthermore fx=xgjpx.P3
fc=xgjpc; fd=xgj.P3fc=xgjpc; fd=xgj.P3 . . . and ;jq.P3;jpx.P3;jpc;
;j.P3;jpc; ;j.P3 . . . For the program P4, fx=xgjpx.P4f0=xgj; fsy=xg
jpy .P4f0=xgj; fs0=xgj; fssz=xgjpz.P4 . . . and ;jq.P4;j; ;jpx;
fail .P4;j; ;jfail; ;jpy;fail.P4;j; ;jpy;fail.
2.3. Answers and streams
The meaning of a goal ?ÿ C w.r.t. a program P consists of all the results obtained
by performing a certain number of reduction steps, or to put it dierently, the result
of the evaluation process continued ad infinitum. Then we get not only finite termi-
nating or non-terminating but also infinite sequences. Gathering these three kinds of
sequences in a domain and adding the appropriate approximation ordering, we ar-
rive at a domain of streams. This structure has been used before for the semantics
of logic programs (see Refs. [16,11,7]). Let us recall some basic facts about streams
and specialize to the case of streams of substitutions.
Definition 2.3. Let M be a set. The set of streams over M is
StreamM : Sn2x Mn [Sn2xMn  f?g [Mx, where ?62 M .
We use m1; . . . ;mn for elements in Mn, m1; . . . ;mn;? for those in Mn  f?g,
mii2x for elements in Mx. S is called total if S 2
S
n2x M
n [Mx, partial otherwise.
S is called finite if S 2 Sn2x Mn [ Sn2x Mn  f?g. Prefixing is denoted by : :, i.e.
m0: : m1; . . . ;mn;?  m0;m1; . . . ;mn;?, and m0 : : m1; . . . ;mn  m0;m1; . . . ;mn,
and m0 : : mi1i2x  mii2x. The symbol  stands for stream concatenation, i.e.
S0  S  S0 if S0 is partial or infinite, m1; . . . ;mn  S  m1 : : . . . : : mn : : S, and v de-
notes the usual ordering on streams, i.e. S1 v S2 iff S1  S2 or S1  m1; . . . ;mn;?
and S2  m1; . . . ;mn  S0 for some m1; . . . ;mn 2 M and a stream S0. The least element
is denoted by ?. If f : M ! M , we use mapf  for the corresponding stream function
on StreamM whose application amounts to applying f to every element:
mapf      mapf m: : S  f m : : mapf S;
mapf ? ? mapf mii2x  f mii2x:
P1 : p :ÿp: P2 : repeat. P3 : pc :ÿpc: P4 : p0:
p: repeat :)repeat. pd: psx :ÿpx:
p :ÿrepeat, fail. q :ÿpx: q.
q :ÿpx, fail.
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It is convenient to associate with every stream S a type jSj:
jm0; . . . ;mnj : f0; . . . ; ng; jm0; . . . ;mn;?j : f0; . . . ; n;?g; jmii2xj : x:
We use Si for the i 1th component of S if i 2 jSj \N, and extend this by
S? :?. Given a stream S and a function F : jSj \N! StreamM, let

i2jSj
F i :
F 0  . . .  F n if jSj  f0; . . . ; ng
F 0  . . .  F n ? if jSj  f0; . . . ; n;?g
sup n2xF 0  . . .  F n ? if jSj  x:
8><>:
For every S 2 StreamM and F : M ! StreamM we use m2SF m for i2jSjF Si.
Note that StreamM;v is an algebraic cpo with least element ?. Furthermore, ev-
ery Sii2I that is bounded above is a chain, and every finite element is compact. The
operation  is continuous. To deal with streams of finite substitutions we need the
following operation.
Definition 2.4. For h 2 FSubst, S 2 StreamFSubst and d  Var finite, let
h  S : mapkr:h  rS; h  S : mapkr:h  rS;
S  h : mapkr:r  hS; S  h : mapkr:r  hS;
S # d : mapkr:r # dS:
Collecting all possibilities for computed streams into one semantic value has been
prepared by defining the relation  and considering the domain of streams. But, if
we let s?ÿ CtP : supfh1; . . . ; hn;? j f~x=~xgjC.P h1j; . . . ; hnj;Ag where
VarC  f~xg and hi denotes the equivalence class w.r.t. , then it is impossible
for goals with dierent variables to have the same value. From a logical point of view
this is clearly unsatisfactory, as the equivalence of formulas does usually not require
the same variable sets. But we can also argue in terms of results. Consider the pro-
gram r:; qx:. Then ;jr.P ;j and fx=xgjqx.P fy=xgj. In both cases the infor-
mation is: ‘‘no further instantiation’’, hence ?ÿ r and ?ÿ qy produce essentially
the same result. This is usually reflected by defining substitutions h and r to be equiv-
alent if Ch and Cr are variants of each other, whenever these substitutions are viewed
as the result of the evaluation of a goal ?ÿ C. This equivalence depends on the set of
variables in C: the substitutions ; and fx=yg are equivalent w.r.t. to ?ÿ qy and
?ÿ r, but not equivalent w.r.t. ?ÿ px; y. We shift this dependency to the domain
of the substitutions. For the equivalence  defined below, we have e.g.:
;  fx=yg 6 fx=y; x=xg  fu=y; u=xg:
Definition 2.5. Let h; r 2 FSubst. If Domh \Domr  ; and also
Rgh \Rgr  ;, we call h and r disjoint and use the notation h [r for h [ r.
Let Dh : Tfd  Domhjh  h # d [d for some renaming dg for all h 2 FSubst
and r  h iff r # Dr  h # Dh.
The following facts are immediate from the definition.
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Corollary 2.3.
(a)  is an equivalence relation.
(b) For every h 2 FSubst, d : fy=x j y=x 2 h and y 62 Rgh n fy=xgg  h #
Domh n Dh is a renaming and h # Dh [d  h.
(c) r  r0 and Domr  Domr0 () r  r0.
Definition 2.6.
(a) AS : FSubst= , h  fr 2 FSubst j r  hg h 2 FSubst, and ASd :
fh j h 2 FSubstdgd  Varfinite. The elements of AS are called answer substitu-
tions or just answers.
(b) For every h 2 FSubst, a 2 ASRgh, d  Var finite let
h  a : h  r for some r 2 a;Domr  Rgh
h  a : h  r for some r 2 a;Domr  Rgh
a # d : r # d for some r 2 a
From the definition it is immediate that Dr # d  Dr \ d, hence Dr # d 
Dr # Dr # d which implies Dr # d  Dr0 # d if r  r0. Then, using 2.3, it is
easy to see that ; ; # are well-defined.
Definition 2.7.
(a) AStreamd : StreamASd (d  Var finite), AStream :
S
dVar finite AStreamd
(b) S  h2S h for S 2 StreamFSubstd
(c) For h 2 FSubst and S 2 AStreamRgh we use h  S, h  S and S # d for
mapka:h  aS, mapka:h  aS or mapka:a # dS, respectively.
Up to now we have described the flow of the computation. Now we fix what part
is actually returned.
Definition 2.8. Let P be a program, ?ÿ C a goal, VarC  f~xg.
(a) ?ÿ C RP a1; . . . ; an;? ifff~x=~xgjC.P h1j; . . . ; hnj;A for some hi 2 ai,
16 i6 n, and some A.
(b) ?ÿ C RP a1; . . . ; an iff f~x=~xgjC.P h1j; . . . ; hnj for some hi 2 ai, 16 i6 n.
(c) If ?ÿ C RP S then S 2 AStream is called a stream of answers returned for
P ; ?ÿ C. If ?ÿ C RP a;? then a is called first answer returned for P ; ?ÿ C. If
?ÿ C RP   then ?ÿ C fails w.r.t. P .
Note that a prefix h1j; . . . ; hnj can never be changed by reduction. Combining
this with 2.2 we have:
Corollary 2.4. If ?ÿ C RP S and ?ÿ C RPR, then S v R or R v S.
Hence we can associate with every goal ?ÿ C a semantic value w.r.t. to P in the fol-
lowing way.
Definition 2.9. s?ÿ CtP : supfS 2 AStream j ?ÿ C RP Sg.
Lemma 2.5. Let P be a program, ?ÿ C a goal, f~xg  VarC.
(a) s?ÿ CdtP  dÿ1  s?ÿ CtP for every renaming d on f~xg.
(b) If rjC.kP h1j; . . . ; hnj;A then there are q1; . . . ; qn (and B) so that
f~x=~xgjC.kP q1j; . . . qnj;B and r  qi # Rgr  hi for 16 i6 n.
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(c) If f~x=~xgjC.kP q1j; . . . qnj;B then there are h1; . . . ; hn (and A) so that
rjC.kP h1j; . . . ; hnj;A and r  qi # Rgr  hi for 16 i6 n.
(d) r  s?ÿ Ct # Rgr  supfh1; . . . ; hn;? j rjC.P h1j; . . . ; hnj;A for
some Ag [ fh1; . . . ; hn j rjC.P h1j; . . . ; hnjg.
(e) If f~x=~xgjC.P h1jP1; . . . ; hkjPk is a resolution step, then s?ÿ CtP  h1
s?ÿP1tP # Rgh1  . . .  hk  s?ÿPktP # Rghk.
Proof. (a): Use 2.2.(a) and 2.2.(c). (b), (c): Use 2.2.(c) + 2.2.(d) + 2.2.(e), for (b) also
2.2.(g). Part (d) is a consequence of (b),(c), part (e) is a consequence of (d). 
Example 2.2. Consider again the programs P1; P2; P3; P4.
Then s?ÿ ptP1 s?ÿ ptP2  s?ÿ qtP3?; s?ÿ repeattP2 ;i2x; s?ÿ pdtP3
 ;, s?ÿ pxtP4  fsi0=xgi2x, s?ÿ failtP4   ; s?ÿ qtP4  ;;?.
Furthermore ?ÿ p RP1S only for S ? while ?ÿ repeat RP2;;?. The
goal ?ÿ fail; repeat fails w.r.t. P2, but ?ÿ repeat; fail RP2S only for
S ?. The first answer returned for P3; ?ÿ pd is ; but ?ÿ px RP3S only for
S ?, similar for ?ÿ q.
For the standard declarative semantics for definite programs which refers to P 0
and classical logic, the following facts hold:
1. The order of the clauses is of no significance.
2. The order of the literals in the clauses is of no significance.
3. A failing subgoal implies failure of the compound goal.
4. If one alternative for a goal succeeds, then the goal succeeds.
5. If a goal has a successful instance, then it succeeds.
The examples above show that none of these are true for the operational seman-
tics we are concerned with. Moreover, deleting the second clause for repeat does
not change success or failure of ?ÿ repeat and ?ÿ fail but of ?ÿ repeat;
fail. Changing the order of the clauses for p in P3 does not change success or failure
of the ground instances of ?ÿ px but makes ?ÿ px succeed. Hence, the success/
failure behaviour of a goal is not even in the propositional case a function of the suc-
cess/failure behaviour of its components, and it is no function of the success/failure
behaviour of its ground instances. This illustrates that we have to look for a more
refined semantics if it is expected to reflect the results of computations exactly.
3. Biquantale semantics
3.1. The language of LP formulas
First, we present the language in which the axiomatisation is formulated.
Recall that the set P 0 of formulas associated with a program P is used in the classical
P1 : p : ÿp: P2 : repeat. P3 : pc : ÿpc: P4 : p0:
p. repeat : – repeat. p(d). psx:ÿpx:
p : – repeat,fail. q : )p(x). q.
q : ÿpx,fail.
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declarative semantics: A substitution h is a correct answer for P ; ?ÿ C iff P 0 
VCh. As we already noted that the order of the clauses is significant, a semantics
with respect to which depth-first evaluation is sound and complete cannot refer only
to P 0.
Using an appropriate theory of equality, we can prove P 0 equivalent to a theory
consisting of formulas
8~x
_m
i1
9~yix  si1 ^ . . . ^ xn  sin ^ Bi1 ^ . . . ^ Biki ! p~x
 !
H
for each predicate symbol p, where the clauses for p are collected in the disjunction
on the left. This is usually a preparatory step for building Clark’s completion [10].
Similar to (w), we associate with every program a set of formulas, using symbols

; ;E instead of ^;_; 9, as we dier from the classical meaning. The connective

 is considered a conjunction,  a disjunction, but familiar properties like co-
mmutativity, or B! A  B, or A
 B! B do not hold. Beside these connectives,
the language defined below contains a further conjunction & and a further disjunc-
tion . In this respect, the language resembles the language of linear logic, from
which we borrowed the symbols for some connectives.
Definition 3.1. The set of LP formulas is defined inductively as follows:
· 1, F, T, 0 are LP formulas. If t1; . . . ; tn are terms and p is an n-ary predicate sym-
bol, then pt1; . . . ; tn is an LP formula.
· If A, B are LP formulas, then so are A
 B, A  B, A! B, A&B, and
A B.
· If A is an LP formula, then so are 8xA, and E x A.
A special class of LP formulas is important in our context.
Definition 3.2. The set of LP goals is inductively defined by:
· 1, F, 0 are LP goals. If t1; . . . ; tn are terms and p is an n-ary predicate symbol, then
pt1; . . . ; tn is an LP goal.
· If A, B are LP goals, then so are A
 B, A  B, and ExA:
We use~t ~s as a short hand for t1  s1 
 . . .
 tn  sn, and decide on the follow-
ing precedence of operations: quantifiers, 
, , &, , !. The equivalence A$ B
stands for A! B&B! A. The symbol S is used for 1  0. The expression 
C
stands for A1 
 . . .
 An, if C  A1; . . . ;An, similar for . If C is empty then 
C stands
for 1, and C for F. If A is an LP formula, A0 denotes the formula obtained from A by
substituting ^ for 
 and &, _ for  and , ‘‘true’’ for 1 and T, ‘‘false’’ for 0 and F,
and 9 for E. To explain the connectives for goals, assume that a goal is interpreted by
associating some procedure with it. The connective  corresponds to sequential com-
position without interaction. Execution of A
 B amounts to executing B for the in-
put refined by an output of A. Here A may produce several (possibly infinite) outputs,
and all these results should be considered in the same order in which they are pro-
duced. Quantification introduces a new local variable for which no input is taken
and no output reported. Abstracting from procedural details and designating some
outputs as ‘‘success’’, we could call a formula ‘‘true’’ if it is successful. Along these
lines, a reading of usual existential quantification would amount to: ‘‘there is some
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way to initialise x so that A is successful’’, while the ‘‘truth’’ of ExA would imply ‘‘on
standard initialisation for x, there is some value for x computed by A’’. We do not
aim at extending this procedural reading to non-goal formulas. Considering the
meaning of formulas as truth values in some sense, it seems rather natural to assume
that this domain of truth values is a lattice and add the corresponding operations. It
will be exemplified later, how to utilise this for programs.
LP goals can be turned into Prolog goals by replacing 
 by ‘‘,’’,  by ‘‘;’’, and
introducing auxiliary predicates to avoid the explicit quantification (and also ‘‘;’’ if
desired). This translation suggests an extension of the evaluation procedure to se-
quences of LP goals, securing all subsequent results also for the extension. The
new reductions would be: rj1;C;A.P rjC;A, and rjF;C;A.PA but no reduc-
tion for rj0;C;A, furthermore rjA
 B;C;A.P rjA;B;C;A, and rjA  B;C;
A.P rjA;C; rjB;C;A and rjExA;C;A.P rjA;C;A where x not free in
VarC [ Rgr [Domr. Predicate definitions p~x:ÿDefPp ~x for arbitrary goals
DefPp ~x can then be accepted in programs, combined with the evaluation rule:
rjp~t;C;A.P rjDefPp ~t;C;A. To avoid lengthy case distinctions in proofs,
however, we will consider only clausal programs in the sequel.
The symbols 
;&;; 1; 0 are taken from linear logic as their semantics and proof
rules suggest a correspondence. It could be justified to write the implication with the
usual symbol for linear implication, but in order to stay compatible with the non-
commutative linear logic systems having two implications we should then use (
not – (see Ref. [2]). In terms of linear logic the connective  is a multiplicative dis-
junction, but in contrast to
&
it cannot be defined in terms of 
 using a negation ?.
Furthermore, everything which is derivable for  is also valid for intuitionistic dis-
junction, for example A  A! F is not derivable, while A &A( ? is derivable
in linear logic. These essential dierences ask for a dierence in notation.
3.2. Biquantales
The first ingredient for the semantics is the notion of biquantale which is based on
the notion of quantale. Quantales are well-known models of intuitionistic linear logic
[26]. We recall the definition:
Definition 3.3. Q  jQj;v;
; 1 is a quantale if
(1) jQj;v is a partial order and every subset of jQj has a least upper bound,
(2) jQj;
; 1 is a commutative monoid,
(3)  supi2I pi 
 q  supi2Ipi 
 q for every pii2I .
So a quantale is a complete lattice combined with a monoid structure. Biquantales
shall contain another monoid structure, however, dropping commutativity. Now
monotonicity is no longer implied by (3), hence postulated explicitly. Condition
(3) above and (4) below includes I  ;. So we have ? 
 q ? for the least element ?.
Definition 3.4. Q  jQj;v;
; 1; ; F is a biquantale if
(1) jQj;v is a partial order and every subset of jQj has a least upper bound,
(2) jQj;
; 1 and jQj; ;F are monoids,
(3) 
 and  are monotone,
(4)  supi2I pi 
 q  supi2Ipi 
 q for every pii2I .
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Obviously, the singleton fg gives a trivial biquantale. Let us have a look at some
more examples.
Example 3.1.
(1) The truth values {true, false} ordered by ‘‘false < true’’ and equipped with the
monoids ({true, false}, ^, true) and ({true} false}, _, false) form a biquantale Q2.
(2) If Q  jQj;v;
; 1 is a quantale, then jQj;v;
; 1;t;? is a biquantale.
(3) Let P ;?P  be a phase space [22], i.e. P  jP j; ; e is a commutative monoid
and ?P P . Let jQj : the set of facts in P  fG  jP j: G??  Gg, where
G? : fp 2 jP j: 8qq 2 G! p  q 2?P g
Let F G : fp  q: p 2 F ; q 2 Gg in F 
 G : F G??, F &G : F ?G??.
Then jQj;;
;??P ;
&
;?P  is a biquantale.
Let M be a finite set, partially ordered by v. If M is equipped with two monoid
structures M ;
; 1 and M ; ; F so that 
 and  are monotone and if M has a
least element ? satisfying ? 
 p ? for all p, then we obtain a biquantale by the fol-
lowing construction: jQj  fX  M j for all x 6 y in X : x 6v y and y 6v xg; X v Y
iff for all x 2 X there is y 2 Y so that x v y and X  Y  set of maximal elements
of fx  y j x 2 X ; y 2 Y g for  2 f
; g, furthermore FQ  fFg, 1Q  f1g. The set
M can be embedded by mapping every element to the corresponding singleton.
The following biquantales can be obtained this way. So proving biquantale proper-
ties can be reduced to checking the prerequisites above.
Example 3.2. The truth values of four-valued logic (see below) do not form a
biquantale w.r.t. the operations ^ and _ as used in Ref. [13] because we imposed
strictness in the first argument for 
. However, the following variant
Q4  jQ4j; 6 ; ^ ; 1; _;F defines a four-valued biquantale:
For a motivation of the operations for f0;F; 1g see below. The addition of the fourth
value follows the construction explained above. Similar we can obtain a six-valued
biquantale Q6 :jQ6j;v;
; 1; ;F satisfying S  1  0, F
 p  F and p  q 
 r 
p 
 r  q
 r for all p; q; r; where the ordered set jQj6;v and the operations

,  are given by:
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These definitions are connected to semantics for propositional logic programs.
Consider first an evaluation of propositional logic programs in a depth-first manner
where backtracking in case of success is suppressed. Then a goal may succeed or fail
or loop. If we supply three symbols for these cases and order them according to ap-
proximation we arrive at:
which combined with the operations above generates Q4. If we study propositional
programs as a preparation for the general case, then we may wish to admit also back-
tracking on success. To give a correct semantics we should distinguish between suc-
cess and success  termination. This leads to considering the ordered set
which combined with the second choice of operations generates Q6. This cpo has also
been used in Ref. [5].
3.3. Biquantale semantics for LP formulas
Based on the notion of biquantale, biquantale structures B and the validity of for-
mulas are defined.
Definition 3.5. A biquantale structure for L is a tripel B  Q;M;E where Q is a
biquantale, M  jMj; f M; . . . ; pM; . . . consists of a non-empty carrier set jMj and
mappings f M: jMjn ! jMj, pM: jMjn ! jQj for the n-ary function and predicate
symbols f ; p in L respectively, and where E: jQjjMj ! jQj is a mapping so that for all
F ;G 2 jQjjMj and q 2 jQj,
· F v G pointwise implies EF  v EG
· q v Ekm 2 jMj:q.
The mapping E is used for interpreting the quantifier E. In analogy to the inter-
pretation of the propositional connectives which depends on the chosen biquantale
this quantifier interpretation is only restricted by some minimal conditions on E.
Further restrictions relevant for the program semantics are discussed later on.
The value tB;v of a term t w.r.t. to a biquantale structure B and a variable assign-
ment v is defined as usual.
Definition 3.6. Let B  Q;M;E be a biquantale structure for L and v: Var! jMj a
variable assignment in M.
(a) The value AB;v of a formula A in B w.r.t. v is inductively defined by
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(b) A formula A is valid in B w.r.t. v, denoted byB  Av, i 1Q v AB;v. A formula
is valid in B, denoted by B  A, i B  Av for all v.
Here vx m results from the assignment v by altering the value for x to m. By de-
fault,  refers to biquantale semantics, BQS is used for emphasizing the semantics
in question. B is called a model of A if B  A. As usual, we extend this notion to
theories and write T  A if A is valid in all models of T . Note that AB;v v BB;v implies
1Q v supfx j x
Q AB;v v BB;vg  A! BB;v, hence B  A! Bv. Using condition
(4) for biquantales we can deduce A! BB;v 
Q AB;v v BB;v. Combining this with
the monotonicity of 
Q, we see that also B  A! Bv implies AB;v v BB;v.
E is considered a quantifier. This includes that Ex binds occurrences of the vari-
able x. Then it is easy to see that the usual coincidence and substitution lemma hold,
more precisely:
Lemma 3.1. Let B  Q;M;E be a biquantale structure, t; s terms, A an LP formula,
and v;w variable assignments.
(a) If v;w coincide on the free variables in t or A respectively, then tB;v  tB;w,
AB;v  AB;w, and B  Av i B  Aw.
(b) If w  vx tB;v then sB;w  sft=xgB;v, AB;w  Aft=xgB;v and B  Aw i
B  Aft=xgv (t substitutable for x in A).
Example 3.3. Let M be a structure for a first order language L as usual and Q2 as in
Example 3.1. Then B2M; sup  Q2;M; kF : supm2jMjF m is a biquantale struc-
ture satisfying
B2M; sup BQS A iff M CL A0:
In this example the quantifier E has been interpreted as an existential quantifier.
Another class of biquantale structures is obtained by E  kF : infm2jMjF m which
turns E into a universal quantifier. If jMj is an infinite set, yet another possibility
to interpret E is given by EF  : true iff F m  true for infinitely many
m 2 jMj. Generalised quantifiers like that have been introduced in Ref. [21]. There,
a condition is added which ensures that a quantifier for a structure M is essentially a
function of the cardinalities of the sets fm 2 jMj j F m  trueg and fm 2
jMj j F m  falseg. Furthermore a (unlimited) quantifier in Ref. [21] provides an in-
terpretation for every choice of jMj. Dismissing these postulates opened an even wid-
er range of application (see e.g. [6]). The interpretation of a quantifier may then be
part of a model. Monotonicity is usually required. In addition to monotonicity we
have a condition on the behaviour on constant functions. Later on we focus on
1B;v : 1IQ TB;v : top element of Q
FB;v : FQ 0B;v : bottom element of Q
pt1; . . . ; tnB;v : pMtB;v1 ; . . . ; tB;vn 
A1 
 A2B;v : AB;v1 
Q AB;v2 A1&A2B;v : inffAB;v1 ;AB;v2 g
A1  A2B;v : AB;v1 Q AB;v2 A1  A2B;v : supfAB;v1 ;AB;v2 g
A1 ! A2B;v : supfxjx
Q AB;v1 v AB;v2 g
8xAB;v : inffAB;vx m jm 2 jMjg ExAB;v : Ekm 2 jMj:AB;vx m.
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models of additional axioms which limit the range of interpretation significantly.
Originally, generalised quantifiers are considered in the context of two-valued logic.
Hence an interpretation of a quantifier is a collection of subsets of the carrier set jMj.
Equivalently it can be viewed as a mapping ftrue; falsegjMj ! ftrue; falseg. Then,
the quantifier interpretation in a biquantale structure is the straightforward analogue
for an algebraic semantics. An example for this occurs in considering bilattices. An
interlaced bilattice [13] is a set equipped with two orderings, each giving this set the
structure of a complete lattice, so that join and meet for each ordering are monotone
w.r.t. the other ordering. Hence they give rise to defining four quantifiers –
kF : supfF m j m 2 jMjg and kF : inf fF m j m 2 jMjg for sup ; inf w.r.t. to each or-
dering – each of which is monotone w.r.t. both orderings. An instance of this is given
by Example 3.4.
Example 3.4. Let L be a language with equality  and at least one constant. Let Q4
be as in Example 3.2, jMj be the set of ground terms over L, f M~t   f ~t  for each
function symbol, M t; t  1, M t; s  F for t 6 s, and pM~t   0 otherwise.
Consider the ordering 6 E given by:
Then B4 : Q4;M; kF : sup6 EfF m j m 2 jMjg is a biquantale structure. Re-
striction to the three values 1;F; 0 yields a three-valued system with the usual quan-
tifier [17] but sequential conjunction and disjunction. A structure similar to this has
been used in Ref. [3] (for the definite case).
3.4. Biquantale semantics for definite programs
Now let us return to the question of biquantale semantics for programs. For a
while, we restrict our attention to the case of definite programs. Negation is consid-
ered separately. We assume that no program contains the special symbol  and write
L for the language L augmented by this symbol. We relate a theory of LP formu-
las over L with every program in L:
Definition 3.7. Let P be a definite program. For every predicate symbol p in P ,
DefPp ~x stands for a formula
m
i1
E~yi~x ~si 
 
Pi;
where p~si:ÿPi16 i6m is the sequence of clauses in P that have a head p. . .,
~yi  yi1; . . . ; yili are the pairwise distinct variables in the ith clause (for 16 i6m
and~x  x1; . . . ; xn are pairwise distinct variables that do not occur in P . ThP  con-
sists of the formulas:
8~xDefPp ~x ! p~x:
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It is understood that 0m1 . . . stands for F. Using standard symbols ^;_; 9 this
transformation of a program is usually done as a first step towards Clark’s comple-
tion [10]. Then the implications are replaced by equivalences and Clark’s equational
theory (CET) is added (see Fig. 1). We also add axioms for equality but keep impli-
cations, even when considering negation. That is not too surprising noting that fail-
ure of a goal A is formalised by F! A, ‘‘the ‘fail’ predicate approximates A’’, not by
an expression containing A negatively.
An axiomatisation of depth-first evaluation based on biquantale semantics is a
theory T P  so that T P   ?ÿ C RP S^ i ?ÿ C RPS where ^ is some formali-
sation of those statements about the result. A first candidate for T P could be ThP
defined above. Obviously, we have to add axioms for equality. But even for the prop-
ositional case, we need some more information about the evaluation process. We
choose a theory ThP  built from ThP  by adding not only an equation theory
but also further axioms. These do not depend on the actual clauses in P but only
on the language of P .
Definition 3.8. Let T be a theory. The theory T is obtained from T by adding the
universal closure of the +-axioms, Parts 1–4, for LP goals A;B;C:
Part 1: F F! F
 A
D A
 C  B
 C ! A  B 
 C
Part 2: 1 t  t$ 1
2 t  s$ s  t
3 x  t$ F if x 2 t
4 f ~t  g~s $ F if f 6 g
5~t ~s$ f ~t  f ~s
6 x  t 
 A$ x  t 
 Aft=xg
Part 3: C t  s
 t0  s0 $ t0  s0 
 t  s
D t  s
 A  B $ t  s
 A  t  s
 B
F t  s
 F$ F
Part 4 : E=E Ex EyA! Ey ExA
E= ExA  ExB! ExA  B
E=
 ExA
 B$ ExA
 B and
B
 ExA$ ExB
 A if x not free in B
E=  Exx  t $ 1 if x 62 t
Fig. 1.
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The axioms in Part 1 are also needed for propositional programs. The F axiom
tells us that a goal with its first literal failing will fail. Recall the reading of A
 B
as executing B for all outputs of A. If A  B is sequential composition and in eval-
uating A  B 
 C the outputs of A  B are considered in sequel then it should be
equivalent to A
 C  B
 C. Let us specialise to Prolog evaluation: F corresponds
to a literal without clauses for it. Then it can be read o from the evaluation that
?ÿ F;C and ?ÿ F are operationally equivalent. Now consider a program
p~x:ÿA:; p~x:ÿB:; q~x:ÿA;C:; q~x:ÿB;C:, i.e. the definition for p is A  B
and the definition for q is A
 C  B
 C. Then rjp~x;C.P r  djAd;Cd;
r  djBd;Cd for a renaming d and so does rjq~x. Hence ?ÿ p~x;C and
?ÿ q~x are operationally equivalent. This can also be regarded a motivation for
D. We will see that it is sucient to postulate implications. Part 2 deals with
equality and unification. We use ‘‘x 2 t’’ for: x occurs in t, but is dierent from
it. Several laws that hold no longer in general are postulated for equations in Part 3.
Last not least, ThP  contains axioms concerning the interaction of E and the
other operations. They are gathered in Part 4. The laws D and E= have played
a role before in Andrew’s unfolding semantics [3]. Formulated as equivalences they
are used in the definition of du which is (translated to our notation) the smallest
congruence relation on goals satisfying A  B 
 C du A
 C  B
 C,
ExA  B du ExA  ExB, and a third law: A
 B  C du A
 B  A
 C in the
definite case for those formulas A that are built from equations and atomic formu-
las p~t by use of 
 and E only. That third law is not part of the -axioms and
could not be added without destroying the soundness of the calculus w.r.t. the op-
erational semantics, as A
 B  C and A
 B  A
 C are not operational
equivalent for the formulas in question. In Andrew’s approach the application
of this law is restricted to a situation where it has been decided to assign the un-
defined value to all non-equation atoms still in the formula. For formulas built
from 0 and equations using 
 and E only it could be added. If furthermore 0 is
excluded in A then A
 B  A
 C ! A
 B  C could be derived using
D,E=
, E=.
In the schemas of the -axioms A;B;C stand for arbitrary LP goals (not arbitrary
LP formulas). This is convenient when we have to look for and verify a model. We
usually leave out ; in ‘‘; ’’.
Example 3.5. We give some examples for consequences of ;.
(1) In every model of ; the formula E~y~x ~t is equivalent to any formula ob-
tained from it by permuting the equations or the quantifiers.
(2) In every biquantale structure E~y~x ~t $ E~z~x ~tf~z=~yg is valid if~z are dis-
tinct and fresh,~x;~y distinct.
(3)   E~yE~u~x ~t 
~v ~u $ E~y~x ~t 
 E~u~v ~u if the ~u do not occur in ~x;~t
and ~y do not occur in ~u;~v.
(4) If u1; v1; . . . ; un; vn are distinct variables, ~u  u1; . . . ; un,~v  v1; . . . ; vn, then the
following equivalences hold in every model of the  axioms:
E~u~v ~u $ Eu1v1  u1 
 . . .
 Eunvn  un $ Eu1u1  v1 
 . . .
 Eunun 
vn $ 1
 . . .
 1$ 1.
(5) Let h1  h2 so that Domhi \Rghi  ; for i  1; 2. Then there are renam-
ings f~ui=~vig, i  1; 2, and f~z=~yg so that h1  f~t=~xg [f~u1=~v1g, h2 
f~tf~z=~yg=~xg [ f~u2=~v2g for some terms ~t, Var~t  f~yg. Then by the remarks
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above the following equivalences hold in every model of the -axioms:
E~yE~u1~x ~t 
~v1 ~u1 $ E~y~x ~t $ E~z~x ~tf~z=~yg
$ E~zE~u2~x ~tf~z=~yg 
~u2 ~v2:
To formalise results in the language of LP formulas we need an embedding of fi-
nite streams of answers. The definition below does not uniquely determine the map-
ping ^ but introduce a name for some mapping satisfying a certain condition.
Following 3.5, all possible choices are equivalent in presence of the -axioms.
Definition 3.9.
(a) Let ^ be a mapping AS! LP formulas so that for all a 2 AS the formula a^ has
the form E~y~x ~t where ~y;~x are pairwise distinct and f~yg  FV~t for some
f~t=~xg 2 a.
(b) Let S 2 AStream be finite.
S^ : a^1  . . .  a^n if S  a1; . . . ; an
S^ : a^1  . . .  a^n  0 if S  a1; . . . ; an;?
(c) If P is a program, ?ÿ C a goal, and S 2 AStream finite, then
?ÿ C RPS^: S^ ! 
C.
Note that ^; $ 1,  d;;? $ 1  0  S and ^  $ F. So F stands for failure, S for
success with a renaming as first answer and 1 corresponds to Prologs ‘true’ predicate.
Definition 3.10. Let P be a definite program, ?ÿ C goal and S 2 AStream finite. The
stream S is correct for P ; ?ÿ C w.r.t. biquantale semantics if
ThP  BQS ?ÿ C RP S^:
If a;? is correct for P ; ?ÿ C w.r.t. biquantale semantics, then a is the first answer
for P ; ?ÿ C and P ; ?ÿ C is successful w.r.t. biquantale semantics. If   is correct for
P ; ?ÿ C then P ; ?ÿ C fails w.r.t. biquantale semantics.
Example 3.6. Let M be a Herbrand structure for L in which  is interpreted as
identity. Then B2M; sup (see Example 3.3) is a model of the -axioms. If M is a
Herbrand model of P 0, then B2M; sup is a model of ThP. Furthermore
B2M; sup  ?ÿ C RPS^ implies M 
V
Ch for all substitutions h 2 F
SubstVarC so that h occurs in S.
Hence correctness of S w.r.t. biquantale semantics implies correctness of the in-
volved substitutions w.r.t. the standard declarative semantics. The reverse implica-
tion does not hold.
Example 3.7. Consider again the programs P1; P2; P3.
and the four-valued and six-valued biquantales Q4;Q6 in Example 3.2. Let pM :?.
Setting jMj  fg, and M ;   1Q we obtain a biquantale structure
P1 : p :ÿp: P2 :repeat. P3 : pc : ÿpc:
p: repeat : )repeat. pd.
p : -repeat, fail. q : ÿpx:
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B4M : Q4;M; kF :F  which is a model of the -axioms. As
ThP1  fp  1! pg, B4M is a model of ThP . Furthermore B4M  S^ ! p
only for S ?. Hence ? is the only correct answer for P1; ?ÿ p w.r.t. biquantale
semantics.
Consider next P2. We cannot find a model of ThP2 
f1repeat! repeat; F! fail;repeat
 fail! pg based on Q4 in
which F ! p does not hold. So consider Q6, let repeatM  S; failM  F;
pM ?, and turn this into a biquantale structure B6M as before. Then B6M
is a model of ThP  and B6M  S^ ! p only for S ?. This is because in B6
we can distinguish between success with and without termination. Considering Q6
is always sucient for propositional programs. The program P3 shows that it is
not sucient to consider Herbrand structures over Q6 for the general case. The the-
ory ThP3 is f8xx  c
 pc  x  d ! px; Expx ! qg. Obviously, interpreting
E as existential quantifier, i.e. by sup, excludes models of ThP3 in which 1! q
would not hold. Now let M  fc; dg; c; d; . . . and B  Q6;M;E be any biquantale
structure which is a model of ThP3. Then B  Expx ! q and
B  1  0! Exx  d  px just because B is a model of ThP3. Furthermore
B  x  d  px ! pxv for all v, hence B  Exx  d  px ! Expxv. Com-
bining this yields B  1  0! q. But reconsidering the operational semantics we
detect that P ; ?ÿ q returns no first answer.
4. A calculus for logic programs
4.1. The calculus LPC
Next, a calculus which is sound and complete w.r.t. biquantale semantics is
introduced. Besides being an important property of biquantale semantics, this is
useful in proving the soundness of the depth-first evaluation. In LPC, a logic
programming calculus, we derive sequents C) D, where C and D are finite sequen-
ces of formulas. Given B; v, the interpretation of formulas is carried over to se-
quents by setting:
B  A1; . . . ;An ) B1; . . . ;Bmv iff AB;v1 
 . . .
 AB;vn v BB;v1  . . .  BB;vm
B  C) D iff B  C) Dv for all v:
Definition 4.1. The calculus LPC is given by the axioms and rules in Fig. 2. LPC is
obtained by adding the -axioms.
Let us focus our attention for a moment on the fragment of the formulas built
using only 
;&;; 8;! and the corresponding rules restricted to sequents having
succedent of length 1. This gives us a non-commutative variant of ILL, intuitionistic
linear logic, without 9. Other non-commutative variants are considered for example
in Ref. [1]. For LPC we added, besides E, the connective . As for the &in linear
logic, the list in the succedent is interpreted as if it were -connected. But in contrast
to linear logic we do not have an involutory negation yielding a duality 
/. Note
also that even augmenting LPC by structural rules does not lead beyond intuitionis-
tic derivability.
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Using the rules for 
 or  respectively and the cut rule of LPC for 
P;A;R or
D;A;R, the following more general cut rules are derivable:
C) A P;A;R) D
P;C;R) D and
C) D;A;R A) P
C) D;P;R :
The placement of the side formulas C in the !) rule reflects the definition of
A! BB;v  supfx j x
 AB;v v BB;vg, in contrast to . . .  supfx j AB;v 
 x v
Fig. 2.
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BB;vg. For its correctness we use the biquantale law supi2Ipi 
 q  supi2Ip 
 q.
Hence adding a second implication with the alternative semantics above and corre-
sponding rules would not be correct w.r.t. biquantale semantics. Moreover, with our
application in mind, it is not acceptable to change the notion of biquantale accord-
ingly, because this would restrict the class of models to those in which AB;v
 ??
(? the least element), excluding models that are important for programs. In terms
of goals, this condition would imply that ?ÿfail; p cannot terminate if p does
not, in contrast to the operational semantics defined above. Reading 
 and & as con-
junction ^;
 and  as disjunction _, and E as 9, all the axioms are classically (also
intuitionistically) valid and all the rules classically (intuitionistically) derivable. But E
could as well be interpreted as 8. The intention behind is reflected in the extension
LPC, especially in the relation E= ; where LPC results from LPC by adding
the -axioms.
Corollary 4.1. The following rules are derivable in LPC, where A is an LP goal, C;D
are finite lists of LP goals, t is a term, and x a variable, x 62 FV C;D; t:
A;C) D
ExA;C) D
x  t;C) A
C) ExA :
In the presence of the usual theory of equality, this would yield the usual existence
rules.
The symbol ‘ is used for derivability in LPC,  ‘ for derivability in LPC. As in
linear logic, the removal of the structural rules is essential. To make this precise, we
introduce the notation S ‘ for the derivability in LPC augmented by the usual
structural rules weakening, contraction and exchange. Obviously, A
 B becomes
provably equivalent to A&B, similar for A  B/A B, and the pairs T/1, and 0/F when
the use of structural rules is allowed. To put it more generally, in that case, the for-
mulas A and B are provably equivalent as soon as A0  B0. As a consequence, every
formula that does neither contain! nor 8 is provably equivalent to an LP goal. For
the latter we have the following correspondence of S and intuitionistic derivability
(denoted by ‘I ):
Lemma 4.2.
(a) If A is an LP formula and S ‘ A, then CET  ‘I A0.
(b) If A is an LP goal and CET  ‘I A0, then S ‘ A.
Proof. Use induction on the length of a corresponding derivation to prove:
If S ‘ C) D then CET ‘I C0 ) WD0.
This yields (a). Now let us have a closer look at the proof of (b). We can assume a
formulation of (CET) consisting of prime sequents only: If CET ‘I C) D, then
there is an LI derivation of C) D using as non-logical axioms only initial sequents
of the form
C1 ) t  t
C2 s  tfs=xg ) ifx 2 t
C3 f ~t  g~s ) iff 6 g
C4 t1  s1; . . . ; tn  sn ) f ~t  f ~s and f ~t  f ~s ) ti  si
C5 t1  s1; . . . ; tn  sn; p~t ) p~s:
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Furthermore, we can assume this derivation to be quasi cut free, i.e. all cut formulas
herein are atomic. Therefore CET ‘I C0 ) A0 for an LP goal A implies the exis-
tence of a derivation that has the same end sequent and contains only formulas
B0, where B is an LP goal. We use induction on the length of a derivation to prove:
If D is an LI derivation for C0 ) A0 using non-logical axioms from (C1) – (C5), and
containing only formulas B0, where B is an LP goal, then S ‘ C) A. We distin-
guish several cases according to the last rule in D. If this is no 9 rule, we apply the
induction hypothesis to the immediate subderivations and construct the derivation in
a straightforward manner using the corresponding LPC rule and structural rules. In
the case of 9 ) we additionally use 4.1, also for () 9):
) 9: C
0 ) A0ft=xg
C0 ) 9xA0 :
Observe that A0ft=xg  Aft=xg0. The I.H. yields S ‘ C) Aft=xg. W.l.o.g. we
assume that x does not occur free in C; t. As A is an LP goal, we have
 ‘ x  t;Aft=xg ) x  t 
 A, hence S ‘ x  t;Aft=xg ) A by use of structural
rules. Thus S ‘ x  t;C) A, and 4.1 completes the proof. 
4.2. Soundness and completeness of LPC
Lemma 4.3. Let T be an LP theory, and C and D finite lists of LP formulas. If
T ‘LPC C) D; then T BQS C) D.
Proof. The validity of the LPC axioms and rules is deduced directly from the
definition. The assertion follows by induction on the length of the derivation. 
Theorem 4.4. Let T be an LP theory, and C and D finite lists of LP formulas. If
T BQS C) D, then T ‘LPC C) D.
Proof. We construct a canonical model for the theory T having the special property
that validity in this model implies derivability in LPC with T axioms. This model is
built from the syntactic material. The carrier jMj is the set of terms. The carrier of
the biquantale consists of special sets of formulas.
Assume a theory T in L. Let F be the set of LP formulas in L. A subset M F
is called T -closed i
(1) 0 2 M
(2) A B 2 M if A;B 2 M
(3) If B 2F and T ‘ B) A for some A 2 M ,then B 2 M :
Let CM : TfN j N F;M  N ;N T -closedg. Note that CM is T-closed. The
canonical model B  Q;M;E for T is given by:
jQj : fM F j M T -closedg  fCM j M Fg
M 
 N : CfA
 B j A 2 M ;B 2 Ng; 1 : Cf1g
M  N : CfA  B j A 2 M ;B 2 Ng; F : CfFg
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Q : jQj;;
; 1; ; F
jMj : the set of L-terms
f M: t1; . . . ; tn7!f t1; . . . ; tn for n-ary function symbols f
pM: t1; . . . ; tn7!Cfpt1; . . . ; tng for n-ary predicate symbols p
For all F : jMj ! jQj let:
EF  : C; if
SfinvF x j x 2 Varg  ;S
x2Var
S
A2invF xCfEx Ag else
(
where invF : Var 3 x 7! fA 2 F x j for all y 62 FVA: Afy=xg 2 F yg.
The variable assignment i is defined by ix : x. It is sucient to prove:
(I) B is a biquantale structure.
(II) AB;i  fB 2F j T ‘ B) Ag for all A 2F.
On the one hand, this implies that B is a model of T . Therefore T BQS C) D
implies B C)Di, that is 
CB;i  DB;i. Combining this with (II), we get
T ‘ C) D. So (I)  (II) implies the theorem.
Proof of (I). Obviously, jQj; is an ordered set satisfying inf i2I Mi T
i2I Mi, sup i2I Mi  C
S
i2I Mi. The monotonicity of C implies the monoto-
nicity of 
 and . Now consider the function C0:PF ! PF defined
by
C0M : fB 2F j there exist A 2 M so that T ‘ B) Ag:
Then we claim that
CM  C0fA1  . . . An j n P 0;A1; . . . ;An 2 Mg H
(a0i1 . . . stands for 0): ‘‘’’ follows immediately from the definition of C.
As C0fA1  . . . An j n P 0;A1; . . . ;An 2 Mg is T -closed, we also have ‘‘’’,
therefore (w). For M  fAg this yields CfAg  C0fAg. Combining this with the
derivability of A, A
 1, 1
 A and A, A  F, F  A proves the neutrality of
1 and F w.r.t.
,  respectively.
Let Mii2I 2 jQjI , N 2 jQj. Monotonicity implies supi2IMi 
 N  supi2I Mi 
 N .
As to the converse, let B 2 supi2IMi, C 2 N . Using (w), there exist n P 0 and
A1; . . . ;An 2
S
i2I Mi so that T ‘ B) A1  . . . An, hence T ‘ B
 C )
A1  . . . An 
 C. As
T ‘ A1  . . . An 
 C ) A1 
 C  . . . An 
 C
and all Aj 
 C 16 j6 n are in
S
i2IMi 
 N, we conclude B
 C 2 supi2IMi 
 N.
To show that Q is a biquantale, it remains to prove the associativity of 
 and .
Combining (w) with the derivability of
T ‘ A
 B  C 
 D ) A C 
 B D
T ‘ A  B  C  D ) A C  B D
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yields
M 
 N  C0fA
 B j A 2 M ;B 2 Ng
M  N  C0fA  B j A 2 M ;B 2 Ng
HH
for M ;N 2 jQj. The derivability of the associativity in LPC together with (ww) gives
the desired result.
To complete the proof of (I), we consider E. Three facts remain to be shown:
(1) For all F : jMj ! jQj, EF  2 jQj.
(2) For all F ;G: jMj ! jQj, F v G implies EF  v EG.
(3) For all q 2 jQj, q v Ekm 2 jMj:q.
Proof. Let F : jMj ! jQj be given. As F y is T-closed for all y, the definition of inv
implies
A B 2 invF x whenever A;B 2 invF x HHH
If
SfinvF x j x 2 Varg  ; then EF   C; 2 jQj. So suppose thatSfinvF x j x 2 Varg 6 ;. Then 0 2 EF  and C0EF   EF . Let
A;B 2 EF , i.e. there are variables x; y and formulas A0 2 invF x, B0 2 invF y
s.t. T ‘ A) E xA0 and T ‘ B) EyB0. Choose z 62 FVA0 [ FVB0. Then the
formulas A00: A0fz=xg and B00: B0fz=yg are in invF z, and we
have T ‘ A B) EzA00  EzB00. From T ‘ EzA00  EzB00 ) Ez A00  B00 we de-
duce T ‘ A B) EzA00  B00, hence A B 2 CfEzA00  B00g, and thus
A B 2 EF , as A00  B00 2 invF z by (www), concluding the proof of (1).
As for (2), if F ;G: jMj ! jQj and F v G, then invF x  invGx for all vari-
ables x, hence EF  v EG.
As for (3), let q 2 jQj, F : km 2 jMj:q and A 2 q. Choose x 62 FVA. Then
A 2 invF x. As x 62 FVA, T ‘ A) ExA holds, therefore A 2 EF , concluding
the proof of (I).
Proof of (II). We have to prove AB;i  C0fAg. If A is atomic, the claim is obvious
from (w). To prove the general case, one proceeds by induction on A. As an example,
we consider the case A  ExB. Let F : kt:BB;ix t . From the I.H. we deduce that for
every variable y, F y  Bfy=xgB;i  C0fBfy=xgg. Hence C0fExBg  EF . As
to the converse, let y 2 Var and C 2 invF y. Then Cfz=yg 2 F z  C0fBfz=xgg
for every z 62 FVC. Choose z 62 FVB [ FVC. Then T ‘ Cfz=yg ) Bfz=xg,
implying T ‘ EyC ) ExB. Thus C0fEyCg  C0fExBg, concluding the proof of
EF   C0fExBg and the theorem. 
4.3. Embedding depth-first evaluation
As a first step, we consider unification.
Lemma 4.5. Let~t  t1; . . . ; tn and~s  s1; . . . ; sn be terms.
(a) If ~t and ~s are not unifiable, then ‘~t ~s$ F.
(b) If ~t and ~s are unifiable and Robinson’s unification algorithm yields the mgu
f~r=~zg, then  ‘~t ~s$~z ~r
(c) If ~t and ~s are unifiable and mgu~t;~s 2 a, a 2 AS, then  ‘~t ~s$ a^.
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Proof. (a), (b): Induction on the number of steps in the unification algorithm. (c):
The algorithm yields a substitution f~r~y=~xg, Var~r~y  f~yg, where~x;~y are distinct
and mgu~t;~s  f~r~y=~xg [ f~y=~yg. For distinct, fresh ~u the equivalences
a^$ E~u~x~r~u 
~y~u $ E~u~x~r ~y 
~u~y $~x~r~y 
 E~u~u~y $~x ~r~y
can be shown in LPC. Now (b) completes the proof. 
Lemma 4.6. Let P be a definite program, ?ÿ C a definite goal and S 2 AStream.
If ?ÿ C RPS then ThP  ‘ S^ ) 
C:
Proof. For every goal ?ÿ C and substitution r  f~r=~zg so that Domr and
Rgr [ VarC are disjoint, let rjC  E~v~z ~r 
 
C where ~v are the varia-
bles in ~r;C. Furthermore r1jC1; . . . ; rnjCn: r1jC1  . . .  rnjCn. Then
 ‘ hj $ a^ for every substitution h 2 a 2 AS satisfying Domh \Rgh  ;, and
the equivalences djCd $ E~y~x ~y 
 
Cd $ E~y~x ~y 
 
C $ E~y~x ~y


C $ 
C are provable in LPC if d  f~y=~xg is a renaming on the variables in
C, and f~xg; f~yg are disjoint. Hence it is sucient to prove: d;Cd.P h1j;
. . . ; hnj;A implies ThP ‘ h1j  . . .  hnj0 ) djCd under these con-
ditions.
First we consider the contribution of a single clause to a resolution step: Let
f~vg  Var~r;~t 1;C, f~ug  Var~t2;P, and f~ug; f~vg; f~zg be disjoint. We prove:
(1) If ~t 1 and ~t 2 are not unifiable then  ‘ F) E~v~z ~r 
 E~u ~t 1 
~t 2 
 
P 
 
C.
(2) If ~t 1 and ~t 2 are unifiable and h  mgu~t 1;~t 2 so that Rgh, f~ug, f~vg and
f~zg are disjoint, then  ‘ f~rh=~zgjP;Ch ) E~v~z ~r 
 E~u~t 1 ~t 2 
 
P

 
 C.
Proof of (1). In this case 4.5 yields  ‘ F)~t 1 ~t 2. Using F, F and
 ‘ F) ExF we obtain the result.
Proof of (2). Let h  f~s=~yg and Rgh  f~wg. By 4.5 we know
 ‘~t1 ~t2 $ E~w~y ~s. Using E=
 and the assumed conditions on variables
we can deduce  ‘ E~uE~vE~w~z ~r 
~y ~s

P;C ) E~v~z ~r 
 E~u~t1 ~t2

 
P 
 
C. Then 6 and C can be applied to obtain
 ‘ E~uE~vE~w~z  ~rh
~y  ~s
 
P;Ch ) E~v~z ~r 
 E~u~t1 ~t2 
 
P


C (note DomhTf~zg  ;. Now all ym occur in ~t1;~t2, hence in ~u;~v.
Furthermore this and on the left side of the equation ym  sm are the only
occurrences of the variable ym. Thus in presence of E=E, E=
, and E=  we
obtain a formula equivalent to the antecedent by deleting all equations ym  sm and
quantifiers Eym. In presence of the -axioms we can also remove all quantifiers where
the quantified variable does not occur elsewhere in the formula. As f~u;~v; ~wg contains
all variables in ~rh;Ph;Ch and no variable in ~z this results in a quantifier prefix
consisting exactly of the variables in~rh;Ph;Ch.
Now we show that A.PB
 implies ThP  ‘ B )A by induction on the num-
ber of reduction steps. The non-trivial case is a resolution step. Consider
f~r=~zgjp~t;C. Let f~vg  Var~r;~t;C, and f~vg; f~zg be disjoint. Let p~si:ÿPi16 i6 l
be a sequence of renamed program clauses containing all clauses for p in P ordered
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by their occurrence in P and containing no variable in f~v;~zg, f~uig  Varp~si;Pi
for 16 i6 l. Furthermore, let 16 i16 . . . 6 ik 6 l be the numbers i for which p~si is
unifiable with p~t and for 16 m6 k let hm  mgu~t;~sim so that no variable in Rghm
occurs in~uim;~v;~z. Then f~r=~zgjp~t;C is E~v~z ~r 
 p~t 
 
C (up to rearranging
equations and quantifiers) and by the definition of ThP  we have
ThP  ‘ E~v~z ~r 
 li1E~ui~t ~si
 
Pi 
 
C ) E~v~z  ~r 
 p~t 
 
C.
Using D, D, and E= we can now infer ThP  ‘ li1E~v~z ~r 
 E~ui
~t ~si 
 
Pi 
 
C ) E~v~z ~r 
 p~t 
 
C. Now we use (1) and (2) to
complete the proof. 
Corollary 4.7. Let P be a definite program, ?ÿ C a definite goal and S 2 AStream.
If ?ÿ CRP S then S is correct for P ; ?ÿ C w.r.t. biquantale semantics.
Proof. Use 4.6 and 4.3. 
5. Completeness of pure prolog w.r.t. biquantale semantics
5.1. Stream functions
Completeness w.r.t. biquantale semantics means that ThP  S^ ) 
C implies
?ÿ C RPS. Hence it is sucient to assign to every program P a model BstdP 
of ThP  so that BstdP   S^ ) 
C implies ?ÿ C RPS. For the definition of this
structure we introduce stream functions.
Admitting ; ;E in goals and extending s  t in a straightforward manner, we ar-
rive at the following equivalences:
?ÿ C RPS iff s?ÿ S^t v s?ÿ Ct
B  S^ ) 
C iff S^B;v v 
CB;v for all v:
This suggests trying a completion of AStream enriched with operations as the
biquantale of some B so that 
CB;v  s?ÿ Ct for some v. There is, however,
no operation on AStream so that s?ÿ C;Dt  s?ÿ Ct 
 s?ÿ Dt for all goals
C;D. s?ÿ C;Dt does not only depend on s?ÿ Dt but also on s?ÿ Dht for some
instances Dh. So we assign to every P ; ?ÿ D a function mapping substitutions h to
s?ÿ Dht. As the semantic values for goals with dierent variable sets should be
(sometimes) comparable and composable, we define those functions s?ÿ Dt on
the whole set FSubst but postulate s?ÿ Dth  s?ÿ Dht only for
h 2 FSubstVarD. These functions are in a subset SF of the function space
FSubst!AStream on which we can define the necessary operations. In this section
most proofs are left out or reduced to sketches. More detail is provided in the Ap-
pendix A.
Definition 5.1.
(a) Let d be a finite set of variables. Then SFd denotes the set of functions
f : FSubstd ! Stream(AS) so that for every h 2 FSubstd ,
(1) f h 2 AStreamRgh
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(2) f h  d  dÿ1  f h for all renamings d 2 FSubstRgh.
(b) For any f 2 SFd , we define a corresponding function f d having do-
main FSubst by f dh  f h # d [d # Rgh # d for some renaming d disjoint to
h # d.
(c) The set of stream functions is SF : ff d j d  Var finite; f 2 SFdg
(d) For F :FSubst!Stream(AS) and d  Var finite, define F # d:
FSubst! Stream AS by F # dh : F h # d.
(e) Let F : FSubst! StreamAS. If there is a finite d  Var so that F  F # d,
then DF  : Tfdjd  Var; d finite; F  F # dg, else DF  : Var.
Note that the actual choice of d in the definition (b) is not essential: Let d1; d2 sat-
isfy the condition, ~x the variables in Rgh # d. Then f h # d [d2  f h # d [d1
f~x=~xg [dÿ11  d2  f~x=~xg [dÿ12  d1 á f h # d [d1, hence f h # d [d2 # f~xg 
f h # d [d1 # f~xg.
If Ah is any expression having a value in AStream for finite substitutions
in FSubstd , we use kh 2 FSubstd : Ah for the corresponding mapping
FSubstd ! AStream, and kh: d: Ah stands for kh 2 FSubstd : Ahd if kh 2
FSubstd : Ah 2 SFd .
Definition 5.2.
(a) 1SF : kh: ;:;, FSF : kh: ;: , and ?SF: kh: ;: ?.
(b) For term tuples~t,~s of equal length let mgu~t;~s : h if ~t and ~s are unifiable
with mgu~t;~s  h, and mgu~t;~s    if ~t and ~s are not unifiable. Furthermore,
let m~t;~s : kh: Var~t;~s:mgu~th;~sh.
(c) Let P be a program, ?ÿ C a goal. Then s?ÿ CtP : kh: VarC:s?ÿ ChtP .
The functions in (a),(b) are obviously in SF, and 2.2 makes sure that for every
?ÿ C the function s?ÿ CtP also is. In the sequel an alternative characterisation of
SF is presented and operations on SF are defined.
Lemma 5.1. Let F : FSubst! StreamAS and d  Var finite be given.
(a) If DF  is finite, then F  F # DF .
(b) F 2 SF i DF  is finite and for all h 2 FSubst:
(1) F h 2 AStreamRgh
(2) F h  d  dÿ1  F h for all renamings d 2 FSubstRgh
(3) F h [d # Rgh  F h for all renamings d so that d,h disjoint
(c) If F 2 SF then F # d 2 SF and kh 2 FSubstd :F h 2 SFd .
Definition 5.3. Let F ;G 2 SF. The functions F ÿ x, Fh, F  G, F  G,
F 
 G: FSubst! StreamAS are defined by
(a) F ÿ x : F # DF  n fxg for all variables x
(b) Fh : kr: Rgh:F h  r for all finite substitutions h.
(c) F  Gh  F h  Gh
(d) F  Gh : r2Shr  Gh  r, where Sh is a stream in StreamFSubstRgh
satisfying Sh  F h.
(e) F 
 G : kh: DF  [ DG:F  Gh.
Obviously, F ÿ x and Fh are in SF if F is. To understand their role, consider a pro-
gram P where p~y:ÿCx;~y is the only clause for p. Then s?ÿ p~ytf~s=~yg 
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s?ÿ Cu;~st # Var~s  s?ÿ Cx;~ytÿ xf~s=~yg for some u not in~s. Furthermore
s?ÿ Cth  s?ÿ Cht for all h 2 FSubstVarC.
Note that F  G is not always in SF, but F  G and F 
 G are: The conditions
b1–b3 in 5.1 for F ;G imply b1–b3 for F  G and also prove
F  GDF  [ DG 2 SFDF [DG.
Example 5.1. Consider the program P  qd:; pc:ÿpc:; pd:. Let
F : s?ÿ qxtP , G : s?ÿ pxtP . Then F  G;  ;  s?ÿ pxtP ; ?, as
s?ÿ qxtP ;  ;. But F  Gfx=xg # Rg;  fd=xg  s?ÿ pxtP fd=xg
# Rg;  fd=xg  ; # ;  ;, as F fx=xg  fd=xg. This implies F  G;
6 F  G; [fx=xg # Rg;. Using 5.1 we can deduce that F  G is not in SF.
Moreover s?ÿ qxtP  s?ÿ pxtP 6 s?ÿ qx; pxtP . Hence  is not the right
interpretation of goal conjunction.
Using 5.2, the following is immediate:
Corollary 5.2.
(a) Functions F ;G in SF are equal if they coincide on some FSubstd where
DF  [ DG  d  Var, d finite.
(b) If F ;G 2 SF and Domh  DF  [ DG, then F 
 Gh  F  Gh.
Definition 5.4.
(a) Let F ;G 2 SF. F v G iff F h v Gh for all h 2 FSubst.
(b) A collection Fii2I of elements of SF is D-bounded i
S
i2I DFi is finite and
Fihi2I is bounded for all h 2 FSubst.
Note that a directed Fii2I in SF is D-bounded if
S
i2I DFi is finite.
Lemma 5.3.
(a) SF ;v is a partially ordered set with least element ?SF, and every D-bounded
collection Fii2I in SF has a least upper bound F in SF, where F h  supi2IFih
and DF   Si2I DFi.
(b) 
; ; # d;ÿx; h are monotonic on SF.
(c) Let Fii2I , I 6 ;, be a D-bounded collection in SF, d  Var finite, x 2 Var,
G 2 SF . Then Fi # di2I , Fi ÿ xi2I , Fihi2I , Fi  Gi2I , G  Fii2I , Fi 
 Gi2I ,
G
 Fii2I are also D-bounded and building the supremum commutes with  # d,
 ÿ x, h,   G, G  , and  
 G, respectively. If Fii2I is directed, then
G
 supi2I Fi  supi2IG
 Fi.
(d) SF ;
; 1SF and SF ; ; FSF are monoids.
The operation 
 can be used as semantics of conjunction in goals.
Lemma 5.4. Let P be a definite program, ?ÿ D a definite goal, A an atom. Then s?ÿ A;
DtP  s?ÿ AtP 
 s?ÿ DtP .
Proof. A proof by induction on the number of steps using 2.2 and 2.5 shows:
(1) If f~x=~xgjC.P h1j; . . . ; hnj;A and VarC;D  f~xg then s?ÿ C;Dt w
ni1hi  s?ÿ Dhit ?.
(2) If f~x=~xgjC;D.P r1j; . . . ; rmj;A and f~xg  VarC;D then there are
h1; . . . ; hn so that f~x=~xgjC.P h1j; . . . ; hnj;B for some B and
r1; . . . ; rm;? v ni1hi  sDhit.
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Let f~xg  VarA;D, F : s?ÿ At, G : s?ÿ Dt, H : s?ÿ A;Dt. It is sucient
to prove the coincidence of H and F 
 G on FSubstf~xg as both are in SF and
DF 
 G;DH  f~xg. As F 
 G and F  G yield the same results on this set, we
prove s?ÿ Ah;Dht  F  Gh for all h 2 FSubstf~xg. ‘‘w’’ is implied by (1) for
Ah, Dh, ‘‘v’’ by (2). 
5.2. Standard structures
On SF we defined an ordering and two monoids. Standard structures are based on
an embedding of SF into a biquantale. The mappings s  tP are used to assign one of
these structures to a given program P .
Definition 5.5. A biquantale structure Q;M;E is a standard structure i there is a
strict, monotonic mapping hi: SF! jQj so that
(1) hi is a homomorphism w.r.t. to both monoids, respects the ordering, i.e.
F v G i hF i v hGi, and preserves suprema, i.e. supi2IhFii  h supi2IFii, of D-
bounded chains Fii2I .
(2) Ekz:hFf~y=~y;z=xgi  hF ÿ xi for all F 2 SF and variables x;~y where~y is a listing
of the variables in DF  n fxg.
(3) jMj is the set of L terms, f M~t  f ~t for every n-ary function symbol f and
terms~t  t1; . . . ; tn, and M t; s  hmt;si.
(4) For every n-ary predicate symbol p there is F 2 SF so that jDF j6 n and
pM~t  hFf~t=~xgi for all terms ~t  t1; . . . ; tn and some distinct ~x satisfying
f~xg  DF .
In standard structures LP goals are interpreted essentially by elements of SF and
the meaning of the logical symbols in goals is determined by SF operations.
Lemma 5.5. Let B be a standard structure, A an LP goal and ~x a listing of the free
variables in A. Then there is an SF function so that
(1) DF   FV A and AB;i~x ~t  hFf~t=~xgi for all terms~t.
(2) E xAB;i  hF ÿ xi.
Proof. The condition on E in standard structures ensures that (2) is a consequence of
(1). Using the restriction on interpreting atomic formulas for the base and 1)2 for
the case of the existential quantifier, (1) follows by induction on A. 
Definition 5.6. Let P be a definite program in the language L.
(a) For M  SF, let Mv : fG 2 SF j G v F for some F 2 Mg and hMi denote
the smallest subset of SF satisfying
 Mv [ f?SFg  hMi
 supi2IFi in hMi for every D-bounded chain Fii2I in hMi.
Let sfs : fhMi j M  SFg. We extend v and hi to SF by F v : fF gv and
hF i : hfF gi.
(b) M 
 N : hfF 
 G j F 2 M ;G 2 Ngi; 1sfs : hf1sfgi
M  N : hfF  G j F 2 M ;G 2 Ngi; Fsfs : hfFSFgi
M ;N 2 sfs
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(c) The standard biquantale for L is defined by QstdL : sfs;;
; 1sfs; ; Fsfs.
(d) EstdF : hfF ÿ x 2 SF j x 2 Var; F ÿ x 2
T
z62DF Fz ÿ zgi for all
F 2 jQjjMj where M ÿ z : fGÿ z j G 2 Mg for all M 2 sfs.
(e) jMstdP j is the set of L terms, f MstdP~t  f ~t for every n-ary function sym-
bol f and terms~t  t1; . . . ; tn, MstdP t; s  hmt;si, and pMstdP ~t : hs?ÿ p~tti
for every predicate symbol in L.
(f) Let BstdP   Qstd;MstdP ;Estd.
Ordering the standard structures in a straightforward way for a given embedding
and quantifier interpretation, e.g. hi in Qstd and Estd as above, we obtain a complete
partial order. Soon we will see that BstdP  is the smallest standard structure over
hi: SF! Qstd, Estd which is a model of ThP .
Theorem 5.6. Every standard structure is a model of LPC. Qstd is a biquantale.
BstdP  is a biquantale structure and a standard structure for every definite program P .
Proof. For the first claim we have to show the validity of the -axioms. Recall
that these do only concern LP goals. For every goal A, let FA denote the stream
function that witnesses 5.5. Now we can verify the -axioms using our
knowledge of stream functions and operations on them. As an example we have
a closer look at E=: It is sucient to show B  Ex A  Ex B! ExA  Bi for
arbitrary goals A;B and the fixed variable assignment i. Then for all h 2 FSubst,
FA ÿ x  FB ÿ xh  FA ÿ xh  FB ÿ xh
 FAhÿ x  FBhÿ x  FA  FBhÿ x  FA  FB ÿ xh:
Therefore ExAExBB;ihFA ÿ xihFB ÿ xihFA ÿ xFB ÿ xihFAFB ÿ xi
ExA  BB;i. The equations FSF 
 F  FSF and F  G 
 H  F 
 H  G
 H yield
F and D. The remaining formulas can be proved valid in a similar way.
The conditions for biquantale and biquantale structure can be verified in a
straightforward manner, also strictness, monotonicity and conditions (1) for hi
(see Appendix A for more details). Now let us turn to Estd. Let F 2 SF,
Fz  hFf~y=~y;z=xgi for all z, where ~y is a listing of the elements in DF  n fxg. Note
first that Ff~y=~y;z=xg ÿ z  F ÿ x for all z 62 DF  n fxg. To see this, let z 62 DF  n fxg,
r  f~y=~y; z=xg. As DF ÿ x [ DFr ÿ z  f~yg, it is sucient to consider
h 2 FSubstf~yg. For those h; z, we have:
Fr ÿ zh  Frhÿ z  Frh [ fu=zg # Rgh for fresh u z 62 Domh
 F h [ fu=xg # Rgh
 F ÿ xh:
Hence Ff~y=~y;z=xg ÿ z  F ÿ x for all z 62 DF . This proves F ÿ x 2
T
z62DF 
Fz ÿ z, thus hF ÿ xi  EstdF. To prove the converse, let Gÿ y 2
T
z62DG
Fz ÿ z, z 62 DF  [ DG, ~y a listing of the variables in DF  n fxg,
r  f~y=~y; z=xg. Then Gÿ y 2 hFri ÿ z  hFr ÿ zi  hF ÿ xi. 
In 4.6 we saw that it is sucient to use the implications F and D to embed the
computations. As they are valid in the standard structure, we could also use equiv-
alences.
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5.3. Completeness theorem for definite programs
Now the standard structure is used for showing completeness. Observe first the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Let P be a definite program, ~t; ~s term tupels of equal length, and
A1; . . . ;An atomic formulas. Then ~t ~sBstdP ;i  m~t;~s and:
A1 
 . . .
 AnBstdP;i  hs?ÿ A1; . . . ;AntP i
Proof. For the first assertion it is sucient to prove mt0;s0 
 m~t;~s  mt0;~t;s0;~s. To see this,
let h 2 FSubst, Domh  Vart0;~t; s0;~s. If t0h and s0h are not unifiable, then
the same holds for t0;~th and s0;~sh. Otherwise let r be the unifier computed
by Robinson’s algorithm. Then t0;~th and s0;~s h are unifiable i ~t hr and
~shr are, and composing r and the second unifier yields the first. Hence in both
cases mt0;s0  m~t;~sh  mt0;~t;s0;~sh, concluding the proof.
If n  0, we just use the definition of 1sfs for the second claim. For an
atomic formula p~t the definition of the standard model yields
p~tBstdP ;i  pBstdP~t  hs?ÿ p~ttP i. Combining this with 5.4, we obtain
A1 
 . . .
 AnBstdP ;i  ABstdP;i1 
 . . .
 ABstdP;in  hs?ÿ A1tP i 
 . . .
 hs?ÿ AntP i 
hs?ÿ A1tP 
 . . .
 s?ÿ AntP i  hs?ÿ A1; . . . ;AntP i: 
Corollary 5.8. Let P be a definite program, ?ÿ C a definite goal and S 2 AStream finite.
If BstdP   S^ ) 
C then ?ÿ C RP S.
Proof. Let~z be the distinct free variables in S^;C. Assume BstdP   S^ ) 
C. Then
BstdP   S^ ) 
Ci. According to 5.7, 
CBstdP ;i  hs?ÿ CtP i. Consider now S^.
Let a be an answer, a^  E~y~x ~t. We can assume f~yg, f~zg distinct. Then
a^BstdP ;i  hm~x;~t ÿ~yi and m~x;~t ÿ~yf~z=~zg  a. Therefore S^BstdP ;i  hF i for
some F 2 SF so that F f~z=~zg  S. As S^BstdP ;i v 
CBstdP ;i  hs?ÿ CtP i; we
conclude S  F f~z=~zg v s?ÿ CtP f~z=~zg  s?ÿ CtP , hence ?ÿ C RPS: 
Lemma 5.9. Let P be a definite program. Then BstdP  is a model of ThP .
Proof. We have already shown in 5.6 that standard structures are models of LPC.
So let p be a predicate symbol in P and 8~xki1E~yi~x ~si 
 
Pi ! p~x the
defining formula for p in ThP . It suces to show
BstdP  k
i1
E~yi~t ~si 
 
Pi ! p~ti
for arbitrary terms~t  t1; . . . ; tn, not containing ~yi. As
k
i1
E~yi~t ~si 
 
Pi
 BstdP;i
 k
i1
m~t;~si 
 s?ÿPitP  ÿ~yi
 
:
and hs?ÿ p~ttP i  p~tBstdP;i, it is sucent to show s?ÿ p~ttP 
ki1m~t;~si 
 s?ÿPitP  ÿ~yi. Both sides are in SF, so it is sucient to consider
r2FSubstVar~t .
Let r 2 FSubstVar~t and f~ug  Rgr. We can assume f~ug \ f~yig  ; for
16 i6 k. Let f~u=~ugjp~tr.P f~u=~ug  h1jPi1h1; . . . ; f~u=~ug  hmjPimhm be a resolu-
tion step, i.e.: 16 i1 < i2 < . . . < im6 k and
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· p~tr and p~si are not unifiable for i 2 f1; . . . ; kg n fi1; . . . ; img
· p~tr and p~sim are unifiable, hm  mgu~tr;~sim and Rghm contains no variable
in Pim , Domhm, Var~tr for m  1; . . . ;m.
Then by 2.5 s?ÿ p~trtP  mm1f~u=~ug  hm  sPimhmt # Var~uh. Now let
16 i6 k. Then m~t;~si 
 s?ÿPit ÿ~yirm~t;~si 
 s?ÿPitr. If i 62 fi1; . . . ; img
the latter equals  , as m~t;~si r   . If i  im, 16 m6m, then m~t;~si r [f~yi=~yig 
hm, hence m~t;~si 
 sPimtrhm  sPimhmt # Rghm # f~ugf~u=~ug  hm sPimhmt #
Var~uh. Combining this we obtain s?ÿ p~trtP  ki1m~t;~si 
 s?ÿPit ÿ~yi
r, concluding the proof. 
In 4.6 we showed that it is sucient to include implications DefPp ~t ! p~t in
ThP . In the last proof we saw that we could also choose DefPp ~t $ p~t, as
BstdP  would still be a model.
Corollary 5.10. BstdP  is the least standard structure over hi: SF ! Qstd and Estd
which is a model of ThP  w.r.t. the ordering B v B0 i AB;i v AB0;i for all
atomic A.
Proof. Let B be a standard structure over hi: SF! Qstd and Estd which is a model
of ThP . Let A be atomic. Then ABstdP;i  hs?ÿ Ati. By definition of standard
structure, there is some F 2 SF so that DF   VarA and AB;i  hF i. To show
s?ÿ At v F , it is sucient to consider h 2 FSubstVarA and show S v s?ÿ Aht
implies S v F h for all finite S. So assume S v s?ÿ Aht. Then ?ÿ Ah RP S.
Using 4.6 we infer ThP  ‘ S^ ! Ah, hence ThP  S^ ! Ah. As B is a standard
structure and a model of ThP , this implies B  S^ ! Ah, hence S^B;i v AhB;i.
As in the proof of 5.8 we can deduce that S^B;i  hGi for some G so that
Gf~z=~zg  S (~z the variables free in S^;Ah). Then S  Gf~z=~zg v Fhf~z=~zg 
F h. 
Theorem 5.11 (Completeness). Let P be a definite program, ?ÿ C a definite goal and S
in AStream finite.
If ThP   ?ÿ C RP S^, then ?ÿ C RPS.
Proof. Assume that ThP  ?ÿ C RP S^. As BstdP  is a model of ThP
(5.9), this implies BstdP   ?ÿ C RP S^, i.e. BstdP   S^ ) 
C. Applying 5.8,
we obtain ?ÿ C RPS. 
6. Adding negation
6.1. Rules for negation-as-failure
Two ways of integrating negation are described below. First we define special
rules, then we replace them by axioms. In both cases we use the following extension
of the language and of Th.
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Definition 6.1. Lÿ denotes the language obtained from L by adding a new predicate
symbol p for every predicate symbol p inL. L denotes the language obtained from
Lÿ by adding the new binary predicate symbol  .
Let P be a general program in L, ?ÿ C a general goal. Then Pÿ and ?ÿ Cÿ de-
note the program or goal in Lÿ obtained from P or ?ÿ C respectively by substitut-
ing p~t for every occurrence of NOTp~t.
ThP  is the collection of defining axioms 8~xDefPp ~x ! p~x for the symbols p in
L as contained in ThPÿ (without any axioms for the new p).
So ThP  contains only the positive information. Recall the operational semantics
of NOTA:
Example 6.1. Consider the programs
As fx=xgjpsx.P1, we have fx=xgjqsx.P1fx=xgj. Furthermore fx=xgjpx
.P1f0=xgj, so there is no reduction for fx=xgj NOTpx. Hence s?ÿ qxtP1 ?.
But ?ÿ px; qx fails, as fx=xgjpx; qx.P1f0=xgj NOTp0 and ?ÿ p0 has
the first answer ;. The relation .P2 is the smallest relation satisfying the conditions
(resolution), (backtracking on success), (negation). As it is possible to fulfill these
without a reduction for NOTp, we have s?ÿ ptP2 ?.
Consider a single atom goal NOTp~t. If p~t fails then s?ÿ NOTp~tt  ;. If
p~t has the first answer ; then ?ÿ NOTp~t fails. As a first step towards an axiom-
atisation, we add rules that reflect these two facts:
F) p~t
) p~t NF1
1  0) p~t
F) p~t NF2
T  NF1  NF2 ‘ A stands for derivability using (NF1) and (NF2) as additional
rules. It is easy to see that this is sucient to embed the computations into LPC.
Lemma 6.1. Let P be a general program, ?ÿ C a general goal. If ?ÿ C RP S, then
ThP   NF 1  NF 2 ‘ S^ ) 
Cÿ.
Proof. As in 4.6, let rjC  E~v~z ~r 
 
Cÿ where f~vg  Var~r;C for r  f~r=~zg
if Domr \ Rgr [ VarC  ;, and extend this to sequences
r1jP1; . . . ; rnjPn. Again, we can restrict our attention to those A where A is
defined, and it is sucient to show that A.PB implies ThP 
NF1  NF2 ‘ B )A. We proceed by induction on .P . The cases (resolution)
and (backtracking on success) can be dealt with as in 4.6. Let us consider (negation):
Case 1: hjNOTp~t;C;A.P hjC;A, as djp~td.P  for a renaming d on Var~t,
Rgd \Domd  ;. Let d  f~y=~xg and h  f~r=~zg, f~vg  Var~r;C;~tg. Then by I.H.:
ThP   NF1  NF2 ‘ F) E~y~x ~y 
 p~td, hence F) p~t is derivable. By
(NF1) we can deduce ) p~t, thus E~v~z ~r 
 
Cÿ A ) E~v~z 
~r 
 p~t 
 
Cÿ A is derivable in ThP   NF1  NF2.
P1 : p0: P2 : p : ÿNOTp
qx : ÿNOTpx:
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Case 2: hjNOTp~t;C;A.PA, as djp~td.P d0j;B for some renaming d0 and
some B where d is a renaming on Var~t, Rgd \Domd  ;. Let d  f~y=~xg,
d0  f~u=~xg and h  f~r=~zg, f~vg  Var~r;C;~tg. Then by I.H.: ThP  NF1
NF2 ‘ E~u~x ~u B ) p~t, hence 1  0) p~t is derivable, by (NF2)
also F) p~t. Using F, F, and F) E~vF, the sequent A )
E~v~z ~r 
 p~t 
 
Cÿ A is derivable in ThP   NF1  NF2: 
6.2. Axiomatisation of negation-as-failure
Next axioms are introduced to replace the rules. We are looking for an extension
ThP  of ThP  satisfying
ThP   ?ÿ C RP S^ iff ?ÿ C RP S
To achieve this, defining axioms 8~xDefPp ~x ! p~x are added for the new
predicate symbols p that are valid in the standard structure and make (NF1)
and (NF2) derivable. The axiomatisation of negation presented here is based
on a function NOT: SF! SF satisfying s?ÿ NOTAtP  NOTs?ÿ AtP  and on
dividing it into a part NOT for the positive result and a part NOTÿ for the
negative result.
Definition 6.2.
(a) For S 2 AStream, let
NOTS :
  if ;;? v S
; if    S
? else
8><>: NOTS : ; if    S? else
(
NOT
ÿS :   if ;;? v S? else
(
YESS : ; if ;;? v S? else
(
(b) Let NOTF  : kh : DF : NOTF h, NOTF  : kh : DF : NOTF h,
NOT
ÿF  : kh : DF : NOTÿF h, YESF  : kh : DF : YESF h for F 2 SF.
Corollary 6.2. Let B be a standard structure, A an LP goal and F 2 SF so that
AB;i  hF i. Then A&F  1B;i  hNOTF i, furthermore S! A&1B;i 
h YESF i, and S! A&1 
 FB;i  hNOTÿF i.
Proof. Unfolding the definition. 
These facts motivate the following definition of ThP :
Definition 6.3. Let P be a general program. ThP ÿ is the theory obtained from
ThP  by adding for every predicate symbol p in P a formula
8~xS! p~x&1 
 F  p~x&F  1 ! p~x:
ThP  consists of ThP ÿ plus the -axioms.
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Corollary 6.3. Let P be a general program, ?ÿ C a general goal, and S 2 AStream.
If ?ÿ C RPS then ThP  ‘ S^ ) 
Cÿ.
Proof. The claim follows from 6.1, as (NF1), (NF2) are derivable in ThP . 
6.3. Completeness of depth-first evaluation for general programs
Definition 6.4. Let P be a general program and Qstd, Estd as in Section 5. Let jMstdP j
be the set of L terms, f MstdP ~t  f ~t for every n-ary function symbol f and
terms ~t  t1; . . . ; tn;MstdP t; s  hmt;si, pM~t : hs?ÿ p~tti and pMstdP ~t :
hs?ÿ NOTp~tti for every predicate symbol in L. The standard structure for P
is BstdP   Qstd;MstdP ;Estd.
Lemma 6.4. Let P be a general program, ?ÿ C  ?ÿ L1; . . . ; Ln a general goal, L a
literal, and S 2 AStream finite. Then
(a) s?ÿ L;CtP  s?ÿ LtP 
 s?ÿ CtP .
(b) Lÿ1 
 . . .
 Lÿn BstdP ;i  hs?ÿ L1; . . . ; LntP i.
(c) BstdP   S^ ) 
Cÿ implies ?ÿ C RP S.
Proof. (a): The proof for L positive carries over without changes. For L  NOTp~t
let h 2 FSubstVar~t;C, Varp~th  f~xg, and distinguish three cases: If
f~x=~xgjp~th.P dj;A for some renaming d on f~xg and some A then
s?ÿ Lh;ChtP    and s?ÿ LhtP   . If f~x=~xgjp~th.P  then sh;ChtP  sChtP
and sht  ;. Otherwise s?ÿ Lh;ChtP ? s?ÿ LhtP . Hence in all three cases
s?ÿ L;CtP h  s?ÿ LtP  s?ÿ CtP h  s?ÿ LtP 
 s?ÿ CtP h.
Part (b) follows from (a) as in 5.7. If BstdP   S^ ) 
Cÿ then
BstdP   S^ ) 
Cÿi. According to (a), CÿBstdP ;i  hs?ÿ CtP i. As in 5.8, we de-
duce S v s?ÿ CtP f~z=~zg  s?ÿ CtP for~z  VarC; S^, hence ?ÿ C RP S: 
Lemma 6.5. Let P be a general program. Then BstdP is a model of ThP .
Proof. As BstdP  is a standard structure, according to 5.6, it is a model of LPC. As
in 5.9, BstdP  8~xDefPp ~x $ p~x for all formulas 8~xDefPp ~x ! p~x in ThP ,
hence BstdP   ThP. It remains to show the validity of the axioms for p. It is
sucient to show for arbitrary terms~t and the assignment i: x 7! x:
BstdP  S! p~t&1 
 F  p~t&F  1 ! p~ti
Let ~t be arbitrary terms, A: p~t and F : s?ÿ p~ttP . As s?ÿ NOTp~ttP h 
s?ÿ NOTp~thtP  NOTs?ÿ p~thtP   NOTs?ÿ p~ttP h for all substitutions
h 2 FSubst
Var~t, we have s?ÿ NOTp~ttP  NOTs?ÿ p~ttP , hence p~tBstdP ;i 
hNOTF i. As ABstdP ;i  hF i, we can use 6.2 to deduce
S! A&1 
 F  A&F  1BstdP ;i  hNOTF i t hNOTÿF i
 hNOTF i  p~tBstdP;i 
Now we can show the completeness as in the definite case. Let us combine this
with the previous results to a summarizing theorem.
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Theorem 6.6. Let P be a general program, ?ÿ C a general goal, and S a finite stream in
AStream. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) ?ÿ C RP S
(2) ThP ‘ ?ÿ C RP S^
(3) ThP  ?ÿ C RPS^
(4) BstdP   ?ÿ C RP S^.
Proof. (1) ) (2) follows from the embedding of the computations into LPC
presented in 4.6,6.1,6.3. The soundness of LPC w.r.t. biquantale semantics (4.3)
implies (2) ) (3). As BstdP  is a model of ThP  (5.9), (6.5), (3) ) (4) holds.
Finally, (4) ) (1) is just 6.4(c). 
7. Conclusion
The semantics presented here has two important properties. On the one hand, it is
strictly declarative: We arrived at biquantale semantics by refining the notion of for-
mula and generalizing the notion of model. On the other hand, it is an exact descrip-
tion of the result of depth-first evaluation. In contrast to the classical declarative
semantics, this includes termination properties and reflects the eect the clause order-
ing may have. So far, the results concern only programs without non-logical con-
structs. An extension to a more general class of programs is expected to make
further modifications necessary. However, the substructural calculus LPC and
biquantale semantics oer a promising starting point.
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Appendix A
A.1. Calculus LPC
Proof of 4.1: (Derived existential rules) First we show ExA$ A in the presence of
-axioms for every goal A not containing x. The direction A) ExA is immediate
using the ) E rule. Using an equality axiom we find ExA is equivalent to
Exx  x
 A, hence equivalent to Exx  x 
 A by E=
, as x is not free in A.
An application of E= combined with 1’s neutrality completes the proof.
Let C;D;A be goals, x a variable not occurring in C;D or the given term t. Assume
we are given a derivation of A;C) D. Using 
 ) and )  we can obtain

A;C ) D. Now E) E yields Ex
A;C ) ExD. The formula
ExA 
 
C ! Ex
A;C is an axiom in LPC and ‘ ExA;C) ExA
 
C.
Now combine this and use the fact just shown: in presence of the  axioms,
ExD ) D, hence also ExD ) D, is derivable, as D does not contain x free.
Assume we are given a derivation of x  t;C) A and x does not occur in
t;C. Proceeding similar as for the first claim we can deduce Exx  t;C) ExA.
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Observing that 1$ Exx  t is an axiom in LPC, hence ) Exx  t derivable,
completes the proof.
A.2. Properties of stream functions
Proof of 5.1: Note that F  F # di for all i 2 I implies F  F #
T
i2I di. This proves
(a). For every f 2 SFd , Df d is finite, as f d # d  f d . From the definition of SFd and
f d , the conditions b(1–3) can be deduced for f d , and thus ‘‘(b))’’. As for the con-
verse, suppose that DF  is finite and conditions b(1–3) hold: Let f : F FSubstDF .
Conditions (b)(1)+(b)(2) make sure that f 2 SFDF , (b)(3). yields f DF   F # DF .
Using (a) this proves ‘‘(b)(’’. As for (c), suppose that F 2 SF. Then DF # d  d
is finite, the conditions b(1–3) for F yield the corresponding properties for F # d, and
also imply kh 2 FSubstd : F h 2 SFd :
Well-definedness in Definition 5.3: F  G is well-defined: Suppose that h 2 FSubst
and Sh  F h  Rh for some Sh;Rh in Stream(FSubstRgh. Then jShj  jRhj and for
all i 2 jShj \N there exists a renaming di so that Domdi  RgRhi and
Shi  Rhi  di. This implies Shi  Gh  Shi  Rhi  di  Gh  Rhi  di 
Rhi  di  dÿ1i  Gh  Rhi  Rhi  Gh  Rhi, concluding the proof.
Proof of 5.3: Assume that Fii2I is D-bounded, d :
S
i2I DFi. As for every
h 2 FSubst the collection Fihi2I is bounded in AStreamRgh, it is a chain and
the supremum exists. It remains to show that the function defined by
F h  supi2IFih is in SF. The conditions b(1–3) in 5.1 hold for all Fi, i 2 I , and this
is maintained when we build the supremum pointwise. To show that DF  is finite, let
h 2 FSubst. Then F h  supi2I Fih  supi2I Fih # DFi  supi2IFih # d and d is
finite. Application of 5.1 completes the proof.
Part (b) and (c) for  # d;  ÿ x; h;    is straightforward. To prove the continuity
properties of 
 use both parts of 5.2. We present G
 supi2IFi  supi2IG
 Fi for
D-bounded, directed Fii2I : Let d : DG [
S
i2I DFi. By 5.2 it is sucient to con-
sider h satisfying Domh  d, and for those h: G
 supi2I Fih  G supi2I Fih
 j2jSjSj   supi2I Fih  Sj w supi2I j2jSj Sj  Fih  Sj for some S so that
S  Gh and DomSj  Rgh for all j 2 jSj. As for v, let n 2 jSj\N. It is su-
cient to show nj1Sj   supi2IFih  Sj ? v supi2I nj1 Sj  Fih  Sj ?.
To see this, note that the left-hand side equals supi1;...;in2In nj1 Sj  Fijh  Sj ?, and the latter equals the right-hand side, as Fii2I is directed.
Turning to the monoid properties, let F ;G;H 2 SF and h 2 FSubst, so that
Domh  DF  [ DG [ DH. Let furthermore S 2 StreamFSubstRgh and
Rr 2 StreamFSubstRgr, r 2 FSubstRgh streams so that S  F h and Rr 
Gh  r r 2 FSubstRgh. Then F 
 Gh  F  Gh  r2Sr  Gh  r 
r2Sr  Rr. This yields, using 5.2:
F 
 G 
 Hh  F 
 G  Hh  r2Sq2Rrr  q  Hh  r  q
 r2Sr  q2Rrq  Hh  r  q  r2Sr  G Hh  r
 r2Sr  G
 Hh  r  F  G
 Hh  F 
 G
 Hh:
According to 5.2 this implies the associativity of 
. The remaining assertions are
even easier.
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A.3. Standard structures
Proof of 5.6: Obviously, sfs; is a partially ordered set, and supi2I Mi 
hSi2I Mii, inf i2IMi  Ti2I Mi. h?SFi  f?SFg  h;i is the least element. The condi-
tions concerning 
 and  can be proved without considering the actual definition
of the operations. In any case, the corresponding property of the operation on
stream functions can be carried over.
Now let Mii2I , I 6 ;, be a collection in sfs. We prove supi2IMi 
 N 
supi2IMi 
 N. The direction ‘‘’’ is a consequence of monotonicity. As for the
converse, we show that for all F 2 hSi2I Mii, G 2 N , F 
 G 2 supi2IMi 
 N.
The proof is by induction on F 2 hSi2I Mii. The cases F ?SF and
F 2 Si2I Miv are immediate. So let F  supj2J Fj for a D-bounded chain Fjj2J
in hSi2I Mii. Then Fj 
 Gj2J is a D-bounded chain in supi2IMi 
 N according
to I.H. Therefore F 
 G  supj2J Fj 
 G 2 supi2IMi 
 N.
The conditions on E for biquantale structures are considered next: Let
F;G 2 jQjjMj so that Ft  Gt for all t 2 jMj. Then Fz ÿ z  Gz ÿ z for all
z, hence EF  EG. Now assume M 2 jQj so that Ft  M for all terms t. Let
F 2 M . Then Fz ÿ z 3 F ÿ z  F for all z 62 DF , therefore F 2 EF. So
BstdP  is a biquantale stucture. The definition of hi ensures that it is monotone
and preserves suprema of D-bounded chains. Monotonicity of 
 and  on SF imply
the homomorphism condition.
A.4. Negation
Proof of 6.2: Recall S  1  0. Let F u G : kh: DF  [ DG:inffF h;Ghg and
h 2 FSubstDF . If F h    then F u FSF  1SFh  ;, otherwise
F u FSF  1SFh ?. Hence A&F  1B;i  AB;i \ FB;i  1B;i hF i \ hFSFi
h1SFihuFSFih1SFihF u FSF1SFihNOTF i: Furthermore S! A&1B;i 
supfM 2 sfs j M
h1SF ?SFi v hF ig\h1SFi  h[fM 2 sfs j M 
 h1SF ?SFivhF igi
\h1SFi  hfG 2 SF j G
 1SF ?SF v F gi \ h1SFi  fG 2 SF j G
 1SF ?SF v
F and G v 1SFg  hYESF i. Using this we obtain S! A&1 
 FB;i 
hYESF i 
 hFSFi  hYESF  
 FSFi  hNOTÿF i.
Proof of 6.3: (NF1) and (NF2) are derivable in ThP : Assume that
ThP  ‘ F) p~t. Then ThP  ‘ F  1) p~t&F  1. As ‘) F  1 and
‘ p~t&F  1) S! p~t&1 
 F p~t&F  1, this yields ThP  ‘)
S! p~t&1 
 F p~t&F  1. Using the defining axiom for p completes the
proof. As for (NF2), assume that ThP  ‘ S) p~t. Then ThP  ‘ S! p~t&1,
thus ThP ‘ F) S! p~t&1 
 F p~t&F  1. Using the defining axiom for
p completes the proof.
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